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INTRODUCTION:

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL

UNIVERSITY

Joseph Ellin
Prof. Emeritus of Philosophy
Western Michigan University
We publish here seven papers, accompanied by an editor's introduction and conference
coordinator's concluding epilogue, presented at a conference held recently at Western Michigan
University with the title "Universities and Corporations."
The title of the conference is perhaps a bit misleading. The conference was not so much about
the (rapidly developing) relationships between universities and corporations, though that was an
important sub-theme, but how universities are changing in ways that make them seem more like
corporations, or like businesses generally. The conference based itself on the premise that the
traditional university is disappearing, perhaps already gone if not forgotten. There are, we learn
from the papers that follow, two alternatives that might replace it, and which are within our
power to create and, perhaps, control: the entrepreneurial university (good) and the corporate
university or the university 'run like a business' (bad). How do they differ? Corporations are
'managed' and typically run hierarchically. The top-down university run like a business has on
offer items that it expects to sell. Its product line is driven by consumer demand. Its employees
are paid as their sales productivity warrants. Its eye is on the bottom line, which means, if not
quite profit, then income, prestige, and numbers of students and faculty, among other goals to
which quantities can be assigned.
Nothing calling itself a university fits this caricature, presumably. But many institutions of
higher education already might properly be called entrepreneurial. The entrepreneurial university
retains many of the central features of its traditional predecessor. The faculty retain control of the
curriculum, the curriculum is centered on the major areas of learning, faculty pay is determined
by genuine intellectual accomplishment and stature, students are selected on the basis of desire
and ability to learn. But enterprises are innovative, creative, and encourage individual initiative
and risk-taking. Unlike the traditional university, the eye of the entrepreneurial university never
wanders far from the main chance. The entrepreneurial university seeks out opportunities for
revenue, ingratiates itself into the community, cultivates leaders and power brokers. In the
entrepreneurial university, everyone, or nearly, is expected to pull his or her weight outside the
classroom, library, and laboratory. Not every professor, or even every program, has the potential
to produce revenue, but under entrepreneurship, there is an understanding that those who are not
in a position to generate much money will engage in other 'enhancement' activities, generating
good will, political support, community involvement, local economic development, and other
non-revenue-enhancing goods.
The development of the new university is largely revenue driven (political pressures and calls for
'accountability' also playa role). Despite record incomes from endowments, tuition, and tax
revenues, universities today are hard pressed to make ends meet. As outlays increase, and
legislative appropriations increase more slowly or actually shrink,public funding becomes a
smaller and smaller proportion of total university revenue. Tuition has been raised to alarming
heights, competition for research dollars is greater than ever, and somehow expenses do not seem
to be containable within available dollars. The question therefore is not therefore whether
universities must or will find new ways to raise money, but what these ways will be, how they
will affect traditional university values, whether the changes can be controlled, and whether the
costs of change are worth the income change is supposed to bring. That was the principal subject
of the WMU conference.
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The editor of the present volume has not followed the order of presentation at the conference, but
has instead divided the seven presentations into two (fairly loosely defined) groups: three
theoretical papers exploring enterprise and the university; and four papers illustrating certain
'entrepreneurial' themes, with an emphasis on actual experience at one large, former regional,
state-supported university, Western Michigan University itself.
The first paper is by Jon Neill, Professor of Economics at WMU. Prof. Neill reminds us of some
of the ways in which universities are not businesses: by not making and distributing a profit, or
selling shares in the stock market, for example. More importantly, he expresses skepticism that
the competitive environment that is necessary if businesses are to contribute to overall welfare, is
the appropriate environment in which universities can make that contribution. And he points out
the potentially deleterious effects on research if primarily externally funded research is rewarded.
The second paper is by Samuel Hines, Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences at the College of
Charleston in South Carolina, a student, practitioner, and advocate of entrepreneurship in higher
education. "We have come," he tells us, "a long way from the idea of the university as a semiautonomou institution charged with transmitting ...and creating knowledge ...based on priorities
that were largely set by the leadership of the university. Today's university is almost forced to
become 'entrepreneurial.'" Change is so great, he says, quoting a striking image, "that colleges
in the digital age are like dinosaurs looking up at the incoming comet." Entrepreneurship in the
natural and social sciences is already well-entrenched. "The real challenge is to create an
entrepreneurial spirit in the liberal arts disciplines," in the face of opposition from practitioners
and skepticism from those who would emphasize, through budgeting and administrative devices,
professional training.
Many examples show that entrepreneurial, innovative, risk-taking activity is not inconsistent
with the traditional understanding of the role of liberal arts. "The key point I want to make is that
there are all kinds of synergies that arise as liberal education contributes to the shaping of the
entrepreneurial mind and spirit.. .. It is in the area of 'social entrepreneurship' where liberal
education and civic engagement come together with an entrepreneurial culture to create new
added value to communities through interdisciplinary collaborations between the university and
the larger community to find solutions to pressing social problems and to create opportunities for
cultural enrichment."
Entrepreneur hip, he argues, has many advantages for universities, including giving them more
control over their own programs. But there are risks, including the risk of losing sight of core
values. Prof. Hines makes clear that entrepreneurship must not be taken as an end in itself, but
must be made to serve the university's basic mission. Revenue-poor academic programs, and
non-basic re earch, must not be sacrificed to financial independence; instead, revenue-generators
must share their surplus with the less lucrative disciplines.
The final contribution in the theoretical section, from Eric Gould, Prof. of English at the
University of Denver and a close observer of educational trends in Europe, explores the
challenges the corporate environment presents to the university's traditional mission. Prof. Gould
fears that the univer ity's academic and ethical roles are increasingly endangered by the
competitive realities universities must accept. Though his paper largely describes these
challenges, and his general view might be described as moderately hopeful, at times he seems
rather pessimistic that traditional values can be maintained. He enumerates six concerns:
vocational education and applied research for commercial gain threaten to drive out funds for
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arts and sciences; civic education becomes relegated to a mere 'add on;' decentralized budgeting
places departments in competition, discouraging cooperation; faculty freedoms are threatened
and faculty are marginalized in the decision-making process; demands for accountability are
largely political rather than based on sound academics; and internationalization and pluralization
of the curriculum is too often subservient to corporate globalization. "And so on," he adds.
But in the face of these "contradictions," there is hope: universities have the public trust, and "we
need to live up to that trust in ways other than national rankings and ...public relations claims."
Universities still have the responsibility to develop important knowledge and to speak to the
public good. The virtues of both a liberal and market-driven education must "somehow" be
integrated, and while Gould does not make suggestions as to how this might be done, he says
nothing to suggest that he thinks the task is too much to demand. On the contrary, "We need to
recognize that the entrepreneurial and ethical and social responsibilities of the university go hand
in hand."
The second section of the volume, dealing with some specific examples, has two contributions
about international education. The first of these, by Howard Dooley, then WMU's Director of
International Affairs, discusses the huge market known as "international higher education," by
which is meant the large number of students world-wide who, for whatever reason, seek higher
education outside their home country. This market, once dominated by the United States, is now
terribly competitive, and other countries, led by Australia, have already deprived the US of its
former market leadership. Full of fascinating facts and figures, Dooley's paper makes the case
that higher education everywhere is becoming more Americanized (privatization replacing public
funding, American-based curriculum models, English as the common language). Therefore the
US has an advantage in attracting a large share of international students, but, he fears, absent
important changes including adequate Federal dollars, we are likely to fall short of our potential
market penetration.
Next, Ronald Davis, Vice-Provost for International Affairs at WMU, describes programs and
initiatives in international education at his university. The issue faced is to bring globalization,
which Dr. Davis describes as potentially empowering as well as threatening, into the academic
and instructional mainstream. Administrative structures as well as adequate resources must be
put in place if more than a handful of the university community are to participate in "the
discussion about globalization" that Dr. Davis insists should be thought of as a core part of
liberal education in our changing world.
Third, Laureen Summerville, director of Human Resources at WMU, presents in outline form
two problems faced by the human resources administration of any large institution today:
outsourcing and health care costs. She makes clear that universities do not differ from private
corporations in regards to these issues. Outsourcing, she argues, though it has obvious human
costs, can be defended not only on grounds of cost-cutting: outsourcing has the potential to
improve delivery of services and enable university personnel to concentrate on the university's
academic mission. Healthcare costs confront all organizations with budget-busting scenarios, and
Ms. Summerville has no magic bullet: fewer and fewer employers are willing to absorb increases
in costs, small changes will not address the issue, and employees must be made aware of the
current costs of their insurance.
Finally, the then Dean of Engineering at WMU, Michael Atkins, seconded with a spirited
presentation of his experiences as a graduate student doctoral associate by Kurt Hayden, gave an
overview of his college's programs, emphasizing the close working relationship with business
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and industrial partners. The college is situated in the quite new Business Technology and
Research Park, which on its 265-acre campus also is home to approximately two-dozen researchoriented companies. These companies are asked to provide students and faculty opportunities for
internships, research, and consulting projects. Corporations sponsor undergraduate design
projects, and corporate research grants fund many graduate students. Dean Atkins concludes that
collaboration with industry has proved there is no better way to train future engineers than
through real-life experience with cooperating industries.
In our epilogue, Emeritus Prof. of Political Science Robert Kaufman, the organizer of the
conference, presents a broad-picture look at social history, then narrows the focus to consider
recent issues in educational funding. It is not only that, as public financing supplies a smaller part
of university resources and students cannot be expected to make up all the shortfalls, new forms
of financing, inevitably involving private corporations in one guise or another of 'partnership,'
will need to be developed. But also, and perhaps equally threatening to traditional values,
universities will need to find new and possibly painful ways to harbor their resources and deliver
services under still-uncreated models of efficiency. Particularly, Prof. Kaufman worries about the
felt "helplessness" in the face of the university's tilt to technology and subservience to the
nation's "infatuation" with economic growth. And he urges us not to assume that values
currently politically popular must crowd out other values closer to the heart of our traditional
mISSIOn.

In summary, the editor of this volume would offer the following comment. Our papers present
challenges, dangers, and opportunities. Utilizing the opportunities and avoiding the dangers may
seem like an impossible order: isn't it inevitable that the ever more frantic search for new and
greater income will push traditional academic values more and more to the side? Not, of course,
necessarily. Those who claim to support the university's mission to examine, develop, and
transmit the "core values of Western civilization," must assume neither passive helplessness nor
complacent immunity. But neither must they fail to notice the extent of the challenges. In the
papers presented and during the question periods that followed each session's presentations,
many issues were raised which can only be noticed here. What happens to communication and
openness of research, when funding rests on hoped-for commercialization of results? Is not the
anticipated change in emphasis of the role of the professoriate, from intellectuals dedicated to
thinking and knowing, to fund-raisers seeking to support themselves and their students, less than
wholesome? Indeed, are these roles consistent? Isn't independence of thought threatened if
professors are to become supplicants to the rich and powerful? Are radical social critiques going
to be tolerated? Will the entrepreneurial paradigm be self-enforcing, because criticism of
entrepreneurship will be discouraged? Is the shift in power within the university that is implied
when money is not distributed through the governing process but flows directly to faculty
entrepreneurs, necessarily desirable?
Finally, it should be noted that remarkably little attention was paid at the conference to the effect
of the new university on students. Will more and more classes be taught away from the
classroom, and is this really as good a thing as many students may think? (The old educational
model of Mark Hopkins at one end of a log and a student at the other, must seem fantastically
inefficient when compared to the new model: Hopkins at one computer terminal in, say,
Kalamazoo, and several hundred students at computer terminals anywhere in the universe.) Will
the entrepreneurial mind-set flourish among students, at the expense of the intellectual? Will
students be expected to earn their way by participating in money-raising projects of the faculty?
But if the participants at the conference are correct and the entrepreneurial university is here to
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stay, all these questions must be addressed. We hope this volume adds some measure however
small to the continuing discussion.

Final Note: The conference held at WMU consisted of three sessions and a total of twelve
presentations. We wish to thank Professors Gould and Hines, and the following members of the
WMU administration and faculty, each of whom made presentations: Dr. Judith Bailey,
President; Dr. Jack Lauderer, Vice-President for Research; Dr. Ronald Davis, Associate VicePresident for Academic Affairs; Ms Laureen Summerville, Director of Human Resources; Dr.
Michael Atkins, Dean of the College of Engineering; Dr. Howard Dooley, Director of
International Education; and Prof. Jon Neill (Drs. Hines, Gould and Lauderer gave two
presentations each). An especial debt is owed to Robert Kaufman, Prof. Emeritus of Political
Science, who proposed and organized the conference, and to the WMU Emeriti Council for its
sponsorship.
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ApPLYING A BUSINESS MODEL TO THE UNIVERSITY
By John Neill
AAUP, Professor of Economics, WMU
I often find myself feeling aggravated whenever I hear a candidate for public office say, "I'm
going to see to it that our government is run like a business." My reaction to statements like this
is invariably: a government is not a business and so why would you want to run it as if it were?
Well, when I hear a university president or provost propose running a university as if it were a
business I feel the same way. A university is not a business. At least up until now universities
have not been organized and operated on that premise. But if influential people are starting to
talk like this, those with an interest in education need to think about whether a university can and
more importantly, should, be operated as a business.
It is certainly not clear to me what it would mean to operate a university or college as if it were a
business. For example, economists begin organizing their thinking about businesses or firms by
endowing these enterprises with a psychology, however rudimentary it may be. Specifically, we
make an assumption about what motivates a firm to do what it does. And since the 18th century,
that assumption has been, more or less, that the firm seeks to maximize its profit, the difference
between the monies it receives from the sale of its products and services and the monies it spends
on those products and services it buys in order to produce whatever it is that it produces.
Whether or not the firms selling us cars, building us houses, arranging vacations for us, -and so
on are as single-minded as this is debatable. Nonetheless, it is a reasonable starting point since
there is good reason to believe that profit-seeking is deeply engrained in the psychology of
private enterprise. But it is hard to imagine a university, particularly a public university,
adopting this objective, explicitly or implicitly. If profits are made, to whom will they be
distributed? Will universities and colleges sell shares and then declare dividends? That certainly
could be done and in fact, if I'm not mistaken, it is exactly what Phoenix University IS doing. Be
that as it may, I think it is HIGHLY unlikely that Western Michigan University, the University of
Michigan, Kalamazoo College and all the other universities and colleges in the United States are
going to direct their activities toward bringing the institution the largest possible profit. Of
course, even if a college or university could not become a profit maximizing enterprise, it could
adopt similar objections. For example, it could attempt to maximize its revenues as it minimizes
the cost of any initiative it takes.
In any case, could the academy let "the market" guide it in making decisions about enrollment,
standards, staffing, investment in plant, and so on? Could the academy become more
entrepreneurial in its outlook? I think the answer to these questions is: certainly. And I think
that this is what people mean when they talk about managing the university as if it were a
business, something that to some extent, administrations have been doing for some time.
Universities and colleges have grown in size and scope and class sizes have changed over time.
Why? Presumably because the "demand" for college education increased and faculty salaries
rose in real terms, among other reasons.
Obviously the academy is much different today than it was fifty years ago, and the changes that
have occurred are undoubtedly due to structural changes in the economy. An institution could
possibly ignore these changes. I wonder if Kalamazoo College, Oberlin, and even places like the
University of Chicago are today markedly different programmatically than they were 30 years
ago. But will they be the same 30 years into the future as they are now? I think that's impossible
to predict. Be that as it may, there is no reason to suspect that a university is making a mistake
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when it develops a program in a field that is brought into existence by scientific discoveries or by
any other development outside the academy.
Now these observations are largely preliminary. The question that those with the power to
move the academy in one direction or another must ask is: what should universities and colleges
be doing? Well, let's think about an educational system that is entrepreneurial and highly
responsive to market forces. Such universities would in all likelihood be quick to react to
changes in the number of applicants, and the prices of those goods and services used by a
university to reach its objectives. As these variables change, they would be ready, perhaps even
quick to change their objectives as well as the way in which they go about reaching their
objectives. The university would possibly be a more vibrant, dynamic institution that it is today.

But the important question, the question that the people in Lansing, Springfield, Harrisburg,
Columbus, and Washington D.C. must ask is: in taking a more entrepreneurial approach to their
operations, will universities be maximizing their contribution to "social welfare?" Now, social
welfare is a very arcane concept that economists have a very peculiar view of, peculiar in the
sense that our perspective here is not the perspective that others take. I haven't the time, and
don't believe that this is the place to expound on this view. Suffice it to say that economists
argue that public policy should induce firms, households, and all other participants in the
economy to act in a way that will maximize social welfare.
And so when we are considering a reorientation of the academy, we need to think about whether
or not that reorientation will increase social welfare. If people are thinking about running
universities like businesses, we should be asking: is this going to increase the contribution of the
university system to social welfare? Well, let's confine our attention to the application of market
principles to university management. Would this increase social welfare or not?
If you've listened much to what economists say, you may have the impression that economists
have a great deal of faith in the power of markets. You may have that impression because they
do. But what "power?" And the answer to this question is: power to allocate resources and set
the prices of goods and services so that social welfare is maximized. However, in that mystical
rapture that they often fall into when contemplating this power, economists often forget that not
all markets are capable of doing this! Only what is known as a "competitive" market will do
this, and then only if certain conditions are met.
But I think that the undeniable truth is this: competition is nothing more than a theoretical
construct. So, if the market for education is not competitive - and it is unlikely that it is and ever
will be - adopting market principles to chart the course of the academy is not necessarily going to
result in an increase in social welfare. It may, but it could very well cause social welfare to
decrease.
This then, in operational terms, is the question that policy makers need to ask: will restructuring
higher education - giving university presidents the freedom to tum their universities into
"businesses" whatever that may mean and entail - will this initiative produce benefits
outweighing the costs that will have to be incurred to bring about that restructuring? There is no
reason to believe that a system of state colleges and universities, each pursuing self-interest
however defined; each competing with the others for students and scarce resources; and each
mechanically reacting to the markets which relate to its operations, will produce a greater net
benefit to society than a system comprised of colleges and universities whose programs and
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initiatives are coordinated for the explicit purpose of maximizing the net social benefit from
higher education.
The challenge that those concerned about the new perspectives being considered by university
administrators is to convince those able to influence the direction in which higher education will
move to adopt this criterion. And though the sort of analysis that I'm promoting here is easier
described and defended than done, I would maintain that rough estimates of social benefits and
costs can be made and will at least help to inform and frame our thinking about this important
subject.
Now, having addressed the normative question that any restructuring of the academy raises, I
want to tum to a positive question. Namely, what impact would a market orientation of the
academy have on the economic status of the professoriate? I'm afraid that any prediction of the
effect of such a change in outlook would be little more than speculation. But I think that no
harm can come from thinking about possibilities.
The possibilities that I intend to concentrate on are those which we would have to confront if
administrators began looking at faculty in the same way that profit seeking businesses look at
their employees. The story that economists like to tell is this. A prospective employer would be
willing to bid a prospective employee's salary and benefit package up to the point where the
employer is indifferent to hiring the individual or not. As an illustration consider a law firm that
could bill an additional 2000 hours in the upcoming fiscal year at the rate of $100 an hour if it
added a lawyer. Let's suppose that the expenditure on support - secretarial and clerical help and
so forth - for a lawyer billing that many hours would be $40,000. What is the maximum amount
that this firm would pay a lawyer in salary and benefits to do this work? The answer is obvious:
no more than $160,000. Hence, if the firm has to bid on prospective employees, it would not
enter a bid over $160,000. This is the way that economists believe that profit-seeking businesses
look at employment decisions. Well, what if a college or university looks at it the same way?
The first question that would have to be addressed is: what would the dollar value of the output
from a prospective faculty member be? This is certainly not a number that is easy to calculate. A
professor teaches, helps in the administration of her department and the university, and engages
in research. In my opinion, it is impossible to place a dollar value on some of the tasks that
faculty perform. However, I emphasize the word "some," since it is quite easy to place a dollar
value on part of the work that faculty do.
After all, while a law firm bills clients for hours that its staff devotes to their cases, the university
bills students for the hours that professors spend teaching them. Therefore, in my opinion,
placing a lower bound on the value of a particular faculty's output is a straightforward and
simply job: add up the tuition and fees that his students pay . You can admit students, register
them, organize entertainment for them, and do all the other things that the administration does
for students. But you can only collect tuition from them if they are taught.
I think it is only somewhat more challenging to determine the value of the administrative work
done by faculty. In this case, we merely need to figure out how much would have to be spent to
have administrators to perform the administrative duties being performed by faculty. And so by
adding this amount to tuition and fees, we have accounted for much of what faculty do.
Of course, faculty also engage in research. However, this research is not bought and sold.
Faculty do not carry out research projects which the university administration then shops around.
Even funded research is not bought and sold. The funding agency merely agrees to pay the cost
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of carrying out the funded project. There simply is no market for this output and consequently, it
is very hard to place a dollar value on any research conducted by university and college faculty.
This is not to say that it is impossible to do this. It is just extremely difficult. And certainly
substantially more difficult to do than it is to place a dollar value on the number of hours a
faculty member spends teaching classes.
Now, with these observations before us, let's think about how faculty salaries might be affected if
administrations based personnel decisions on the impact of those decisions on revenues and
costs. I think that in all likelihood, there would be winners and losers from such an orientation.
That is, this would lead to higher salaries and more perquisites for some faculty and lower
salaries and fewer perquisites for others. More specifically, it would seem that those willing to
teach more and bigger classes would be likely to earn more if university administrations begin
thinking about personnel like profit-oriented organizations think about personnel. Likewise,
those who are willing and able to do supported research would see their salaries rise. Everyone
else would be likely to suffer some financial loss.
Whatever the impact of a more entrepreneurial approach to university administration on faculty
salaries and benefits, the important question is still the normative question raised by such a
change in outlook. By themselves, these changes in compensation are neither necessarily good
nor necessarily bad. If because of changes in the way in which their university is managed, one
professor's income falls while that of another rises, it is impossible to say if the change in
management is for better or worse. Personally, I think that it would be a good thing to reward
people more generously for teaching. After all, teaching is the foundation of academia and
sometimes it seems that universities are more inclined to reward mediocre research than good
teaching.
In any event, there is the likelihood that good and important research would come to mean
externally funded research. And this bothers me. Undoubtedly faculty would change their
research agendas if they are rewarded for doing funded research. But this could very well make
the academy a much less creative place than it historically has been. Certainly, this would be a
great loss, since as a center of creative thinking, the academy has few rivals. Thus, the deemphasis of creative thinking that could possibly follow a change in thinking about how a
university should be managed is perhaps the greatest cost that this change would impose on
society. Of course it is difficult to quantify that loss. Nonetheless, an inability to determine what
that loss amounts to does not mean that it should be ignored in any thoughtful, objective
evaluation of alternative paradigms.
There is no fault in keeping an eye on how university revenues and costs are changing over time;
or in thinking about how new revenues could be generated and costs curtailed. But there is a
danger in making expanded revenues and lower costs ends in themselves. There may be
benefits from a more fiscally sound academy, but there would also be costs. Both need to be
weighed to determine if an entrepreneurial approach to university management and
administration should be encouraged, however difficult that may be to do. Thank you.
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THE ENTREPRENEURIAL UNIVERSITY: REWARDS & RISKS
By Dr. Samuel M. Hines, Ir.
Dean, School of Humanities and Social Sciences
College of Charleston
Not for reproduction or citation without permission of the author
"The universities of the world have entered a time of disquieting turmoil that has no end in sight. As the
difficulties of universities mounted across the globe during the last quarter of the twentieth century,
higher education lost whatever steady state it may have once possessed.--Burton Clark, Creating
Entrepreneurial Universities: Organizational Pathways of Transformation. IAU Press, New York: 1998,
Page xiii
Public University Tuition Is Up Sharply for 2004 - The New York Times
Tuition at the nation's public universities rose an average of 10.5 percent this year, the second largest
increase in more than a decade, according to the latest annual survey by the College Board. Last
year's rise, 13 percent, was the highest. Private universities and community colleges also increased
tuition, by 6 percent and 9 percent, in a year when inflation has been about 2.5 percent. The tuition
increases at private and community colleges were also among the steepest in a decade.
It is precisely in the nature of knowledge as capital that the cultural contradictions of academe
emerge. While corporate practices have the upper hand in running the university, the culture wars
that exist n every institution remain a struggle between two major epistemes of academic power:
commodity knowledge, that is knowledge that has a use for the world of work, professional and
preprofessional training, policy development, inventions, and patents; and symbolic knowledge,
knowledge that deals with value judgments, ethical, cultural, aesthetic, and philosophical argument,
and speculative science. It is foolish to suggest, as some have, that the university is dedicated simply
to one or the other kind of knowledge. It must accommodate both. But the tension between the rival
knowledge is very real, and the modern episteme of academic and symbolic knowledge, particularly
that represented by the liberal arts and humanities, has a much harder time proving its worth as
market-driven universities scramble to establish the importance of knowledge that value in the
marketplace. Eric Gould, The University in a Corporate Culture, p. 102
Yet today public leaders are increasingly discarding public policy in favor of market forces to
determine priorities for social investment. The shift toward high-tuition/high-aid funding models,
from grants and loans to tax benefits as the mechanism for student financial aid, from state-supported
to state-assisted public higher education, all reinforce the sense that higher education today is seen
increasingly as an individual benefit rather than a social good. Public higher education can no longer
assume that public policies and investment will shield it from market competition. Duderstadt and
Womack. Beyond the Crossroads, p. 98
Bowen's Law: "Universities will raise all the money they can and spend all the money they raise."
Howard Bowen

Introduction
The university today finds itself in an extremely difficult situation. This condition is
characteristic of both private and public universities, although the reasons are slightly different in
each case. Most of my remarks today will pertain to America's public universities, though they
are largely applicable to our private colleges and universities as well. The competitive
environment for universities is as intense as it has ever been, whether viewed in terms of the
competition for students or for financial resources. Universities are struggling to gain a
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competitive edge in students, faculty,
support. They are hard-pressed to be
university is increasingly called upon
tailoring its mission to suit an agenda
by the business community.

programs, facilities, endowments, athletics, and in public
accountable to all of their constituencies and the public
to justify its ever-decreasing level of state support by
of economic development defined in the state capital and

We have come a long way from the traditional idea of the university as a semi-autonomous
institution charged with transmitting knowledge from one generation to the next and creating
knowledge for future generations based on priorities that were largely set by the leadership of the
university. Today's university is almost forced to become "entrepreneurial," if it is to survive
and certainly if it is to prosper. Higher education is increasingly becoming decentralized and like
other sectors, for example health care, is challenged by non-traditional alternative providers who
are prepared to utilize a marketing approach that is in sharp contrast to the universities' more
traditional approach based on the assumption that students (read consumers) will pursue their
education at a traditional college or university rather than through a for-profit institution of
higher learning. Citing David Collis, Duderstadt and Womack note that "the emerging for-profit,
online education enterprise is like a tsunami, with colleges and universities sitting on the beach
sunning themselves in the warm glow of a hot economy while believing that the gentle surf
before them is simply the tide coming in. Little do they realize that out over the horizon is a
swelling hundred-foot tsunami wave, bearing down upon them with little chance to outrun it."
(Duderstadt and Womack, 2003: 88)
We can no longer assume that our states will provide the essential funding necessary to sustain
our traditional missions. When I came to the College of Charleston in 1973, over 70% of our
budget came from our state appropriation. In 2004, only 18% of our budget is in the form of a
state appropriation. In a conversation with John Casteen, President of the University of Virginia,
he informed me that his 2003-4 budget included only 8.5% in state appropriated funds. He also
indicated that he fully expected the percentage to drop to 5% for this year. Increasingly, as state
governments are forced to meet escalating costs, largely associated with unfunded mandates, in
health care, prison systems, and K through 12 education, higher education assumes a lower and
lower priority for policy makers. This is a trend that will continue.

The University: A Financially Challenged Institution
In what follows I will try to demonstrate that universities stand in a precarious position relative
to their financial foundations and that the opportunity to pursue entrepreneurial ventures to
generate much needed revenues presents the possibility of both rewards and risks. Virtually
every university has suffered through serious budget reductions and has taken steps to economize
using reductions in force, outsourcing, downsizing, mission reformulation in the context of
strategic planning, and a variety of measures of accountability (e.g., performance budgeting).
One of the ubiquitous trends that is currently creating serious challenges within the academic
culture of most universities is the increased reliance on part-time faculty and staff in an effort to
reduce labor costs. The Chronicle of Higher Education has articles regularly that report the issues
and problems that have attended this trend and on the fate of adjunct faculty, forced to eke out
their existence, often being employed piece-meal at more than one university while clinging to
the hope of the ever-elusive tenure-track appointment. Indeed, the pages of The Chronicle seem
to be filled with articles depicting this problem and noting the mounting grievances of graduate
students who are pressed into service to help reduce instructional costs.
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Changes that have made the university increasingly subjected to the market are among the most
challenging new developments that are effecting the universities' financial situation. Change
magazine devoted its September/October 2001 issue to the new competitive market for higher
education that has been created by a host of new competitors. Duderstadt and Womack (2003)
describe in detail the pressures of market forces on the university.
Beyond competition among colleges and universities there are new educational providers entering
the marketplace with the aim of providing cost-competitive, high-quality education to selected
markets. Sophisticated for-profit entities such as the University of Phoenix (UOP) and Unext.com
are moving into markets throughout the United States, Europe, and Asia. Already more than a
thousand virtual universities are listed in college directories with over one million students enrolled
in their programs. It has been estimated that today there are over sixteen hundred corporate training
schools in the United States providing both education and training to employees at the college
level. Industry currently spends over $66 billion per year on corporate training. It is only a matter
of time before some of these programs enter the marketplace to provide educational services more
broadly. (Duderstadt and Womack, 2003: 80)

These market realities have led to the commercialization of higher education to a degree never
before experienced. Consider Derek Bok's interpretation of this situation:
Commercialization typically begins when someone in the university finds an opportunity to make money:
an offer of generous research funding in exchange for exclusive patent licensing rights; a chance to see
distance courses for a profit; or a lucrative contract with an apparel manufacturer offering cash and free
athletic uniforms in return for having players display the corporate logo. University officials naturally
welcome the prospect of new resources that can help them fund a promising program or close a looming
deficit. They eagerly investigate the opportunity and calculate the returns it will bring. Only with these
benefits in mind, do they start to give serious thought to whether the proposal raises serious risks to
academic values. By this time, the dominant urge is to figure out how to organize the venture so as to
contain the dangers, allow it to go forward and start the money flowing. (Bok, 2003: 99)

All of this represents a formidable challenge indeed. And with the advent of new technology and
the willingness of students to use that technology, the alternative sources of undergraduate and
graduate education are no longer constrained competitively by the huge sunk costs associated
with campuses. Because many universities have pursued outreach initiatives and continuing
professional education to supplement their income, this challenge cannot be ignored.
A cursory review of the articles appearing in the October 29 issue of The Chronicle of Higher
Education will serve to underscore the ways in which universities are hard-pressed and are
contending with increased external pressures. The front page has articles on:
• Public Colleges see a 10% rise in Tuition for 2004-05: Rates also increase at private institutions
and community colleges. Public four-year colleges have the highest increase.
• Big Money on Campus: Tax documents show that most revenue in college sports flows to the
richest conferences
• The Malls of Academe: Some colleges find that old shopping centers are convenient,
inexpensive venues for expanding their campuses
• Can Video Games Convert Voters? A Georgia Tech professor who designs the software says it
will soon be a campaign staple
• Community Colleges' Future: A special report examines the issues- money, identity,
leadership, and more- that two-year institutions face today
• Clouds on Astronomy's Horizon: Local opposition threatens hopes to build the next great
telescopes on Hawaii's Mauna Kea
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Inside the same issue under the heading "Technology Threatens Colleges with Extinction, ExPresident Warns", James Duderstadt, former president of University of Michigan, is reported as
addressing the Educause 2004 conference with the warning" ... the future of colleges and
universities was more than uncertain in the digital age-it might be downright threatened. He
quoted the business guru Peter Drucker as saying that campuses will be 'relics' in 30 years. Mr.
Duderstadt also cited Frank H. T. Rhodes, president emeritus of Cornell University, as having
said that colleges in the digital age are like dinosaurs looking up at the incoming comet."
(Chronicle of Higher Education, October 2,2004, page A34)
Finally, in this same issue there is an article that describes the University of Michigan's student
run Wolverine Venture Fund which has "reaped more than $1 million in profit on its $250,000
investment in a company, IntraLase Corporation that makes short-pulse lasers, which are useful
in Lasik eye surgery. Tills is a typical example of the many business-science joint ventures that
are found increasingly at a variety of universities. More and more universities are following the
early example of Stanford from the late 70s when Herbert Boyer, a molecular biologist doing
gene-splicing research helped found Biogen, one of the most successful biotechnology
companies. The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation has provided grants to support a UfeSciences and Entrepreneurship Consortium that is housed at the University of South Florida.
Consider the following other items from various issues of The Chronicle of Higher Education
over the last three months. Congress has put a hold on the Higher Education Act and will not
renew it this year. There is a movement among Community colleges to become four-year degree
granting institutions and to become more entrepreneurial. A Republican senator threatened to
introduce national legislation restricting increases in tuition in an attempt to thwart the everincreasing cost of a college education. The University of Georgia was engaged in a startling
confrontation with its own foundation over the termination of a former coach that resulted in the
foundation temporarily withholding a significant portion of the president's salary. Colleges are
spending more on their Washington lobbyists than defense contractors. [ Special note: in the
October 22 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education in an article on "Lesser-Known Public
Colleges Increase Federal Lobbying" Western Michigan University is listed as spending
$148,500 on contract lobbyists, not including their spending on their own lobbyists, resulting in
$3-million in earmarks in the appropriations bills for the 2004 fiscal year, including $2-million
for a nanotechnology research and computation center.] Population growth in several states are
turning "safe" universities into selective institutions and making open adrrussion an illusion. The
issue of stem-cell research has become a political football. Proposition 71 in California, which
passed last week, will establish a $3-billion dollar research initiative on embryonic-stern-cell
research with the strong support of the Republican governor, Arnold Schwarznegger.
These entrepreneurial initiatives involving the life-sciences and engineering represent a relatively
easy adaptation by units of the university that have long had connections with the market place.
The real challenge is to create an entrepreneurial spirit in the liberal arts disciplines.
Recognizing that many entrepreneurs come out of the liberal arts rather than business, the
Kauffman Foundation has award grants to the College of Charleston to create a Consortium for
Liberal Education and Entrepreneurship. The second meeting of approximately twenty-five
institutions in the consortium will take place next week on the College of Charleston campus.
In South Carolina the last three governors have urged all state universities to direct more effort
toward establishing programs and engaging in applied research leading to economic
development. At least one, former Governor, David Beasly made derogatory comments about the
"liberal arts" and specifically encouraged the development of more professional programs
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designed to meet state needs. The current Governor, Mark Sanford, favors a board of regents in
order to gain greater control over expenditures in state colleges and universities by imposing
cost-saving measures. The College of Charleston, a public liberal arts college, received a special
appropriation including funding for two faculty positions, to develop a new program in
Hospitality and Tourism Management to help compensate for the departure of Johnson and
Wales University (a culinary school) to Charlotte, North Carolina. They also made a direct
appropriation to the local technical college to create a culinary arts program to support the local
tourism industry, which is vital to the economy of South Carolina. The state lottery is used to
fund scholarships and to fund technology in all state colleges and universities. Legislators see the
lottery as a means of independent funding of higher education that puts education dollars directly
into the pockets of their constituents- - something that is preferential politically to funding the
institutions directly. A performance budgeting process was enacted several years ago to enforce
greater accountability and re-direct institutional priorities. Clemson University has created a new
"automotive campus" devoted to research in automotive engineering in response to calls for the
universities to become "economic drivers" within the South Carolina economy.
As a result of being in a precarious financial situation, universities often are required to respond
positively to politically inspired initiatives or to embark on courses of action that include taking
risks for the sake of possible new sources of revenue that lie outside the normal range of
university activities. Some of these risky new ventures are reasonably consistent with traditional
university values (e.g., the pursuit of basic research and community service) and some are not
(e.g., overemphasis on applied research and new business ventures that stretch the mission of the
university beyond its normal reach). Of real concern is the extent to which the internal culture of
the university is being changed by virtue of the pursuit of resources without sufficient care about
the impact these new ventures may have on the core values of the academy. Related to this is a
concern about the extent to which the priorities of the university may be misaligned as a
consequence of the need to increase revenue and diversify the sources of that revenue.
The huge investment that universities make in competitive athletics continues to present major
challenges to university leaders. I won't analyze this particular problem, except to note,
following Derek Bok (2003), that athletics takes resources away from the core academic
mission- - athletic programs, with rare exceptions, are not profitable. They lose money that could
be spent for other purposes. This reality presents serious challenges to university presidents and
to the governing organization, the NCAA. However, college athletics is perhaps the most sacred
of the "sacred cows" and few presidents have the ability to significantly change the allocation of
scarce resources to athletics except at the margins. Bok (2003: 51-2) cites the former president
of the University of Michigan, James Duderstadt, who observed: "The mad race for fame and
profits through intercollegiate athletics is clearly a fool's quest."
The purpose of the university has been variously understood, but there are several core aspects
that anchor most institutions of higher learning. At the heart of the university is the quest for
knowledge and the dissemination of that knowledge. Historically, the culture of the university
was a collegial culture dominated by the faculty and their pursuit and dissemination of
knowledge through research and teaching. Over time, a managerial culture arose to deal with the
growth and complexity of the evolving university. In most universities a developmental culture
that is attuned to the personal and professional growth needs of the university family emerged
and with it came a focus on faculty and student development. And in universities where unions
exist and in others where the managerial culture embraced a social agenda, a negotiating culture
emerged that sustained the goals of equitable and egalitarian policies and sought to create more
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"liberating social attitudes and structures." (Berquist, 1992: 5). An entrepreneurial culture must
be adjusted to interact positively with these existing sub-cultures of the university.

The Entrepreneurial University: What is it?
Burton Clark, in a landmark study of entrepreneurial universities in Europe, defined the
entrepreneurial university as follows:
"Entrepreneurial" is taken in this study as a characteristic of social systems; that is, of entire universities
and their internal departments, research centers, faculties, and schools. The concept carries the overtone of
"enterprise"-a
willful effort in institution-building that requires much special activity and energy. Taking
risks when initiating new practices whose outcome is in doubt is a major factor. An entrepreneurial
university, on its own, actively seeks to innovate in how it goes about its business. It seeks to work out a
substantial shift in organizational character so as to arrive at a more promising posture for the future.
Entrepreneurial universities seek to become "stand-up" universities that are significant actors on their own
terms. Institutional entrepreneurship can be seen as both a process and outcome." (Clark, 1998: 3-4)

Clark's definition underscores the fact that the decision to become "entrepreneurial" is made for
the purpose of regaining some of its lost autonomy and ability to choose its own fate. This desire
for a greater degree of independence- - from external political and economic sources that would
seek to direct the university- - represents the "high road" for the entrepreneurial university.
Becoming entrepreneurial in this view is intended to help the university maintain control over its
mission and core values, while changing its way of doing business in some fundamental ways.
Rather than being "dependent" upon traditional funding sources, it seeks to chart its own course
and generate more of its own resources. The goal is to become financially independent of state
appropriations. Ideally, an entrepreneurial culture will help universities to generate reserve funds
that can offset unanticipated declines in state revenues.
One of the most distinguishing characteristics of the entrepreneurial university involves a
fundamental change in the role and responsibility of the individual faculty member to become an
entrepreneur and for the university to support such individuals. As Duderstadt and Womack
(2003: 125) observe:
In most colleges and universities the professorate expects others to generate the resources necessary to
support their teaching, research, and professional activities. Although faculty entrepreneurs are essential in
generating the resources needed for quality education and scholarship, in many institutions these
individuals are held in low regard by the rank and file. The awards of the academy most often go to those
who behave in traditional roles, depending upon others for their existence and not seeing themselves as
having a responsibility to bring resources to the institution. Yet it may very well be that the most vibrant
universities of the future will be institutions with faculties who are deeply engaged in the economics of
education. The most productive scholars would be rewarded for that effort, and those rewards would
encourage other able colleagues to follow.

This sort of culture change will not come easily. Indeed, introducing the idea and practice of
entrepreneurship into the university may mean adding an additional culture to those already
present. Following Berquist's typology of the four cultures of the academy, we cannot find
entrepreneurship clearly within any of the four: collegial, managerial, developmental, or
negotiating. ( I have attached definitions of these four cultures in an appendix.) An
entrepreneurial culture would put a high value on innovation and creativity and would encourage
the design and implementation of enterprises that can generate revenue, thus creating more and
more components of the university that would become "tubs on their own bottoms"- - i.e., selfsustaining with regard to resources needed to enhance the teaching and research activities of
those units.
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And where do we find examples of the entrepreneurial university? Some of the best examples
exist in the United Kingdom and Europe. Burton R. Clark, an eminent student and scholar of
higher education practice, was funded by the Mellon Foundation and the Spencer Educational
Foundation to study best practices in innovation at five European universities that are engaged in
risk-taking, entrepreneurial strategies to address the problems referred to above. His study,
Creating Entrepreneurial Universities (1998) is well worth reading. I will cite only one example
to give the flavor of how these five universities have broken with tradition and embraced
entrepreneurship. Warwick University in the United Kingdom had cut its budget to the quick and
did not have the option of increasing its tuition to help meet its financial needs. The university
leadership made a different choice. "What Warwick turned to instead was an earning scheme
within which various parts of the university- some old, some new- could be permanently put in a
posture of paying for themselves and generating an annual surplus that could be used by the
entire university. The idea became 'an earned income policy .... ' The idea of earned income was
given organizational footing as it developed hand in hand with the creation and growth of a
number of units at Warwick that were to compose an enlarged developmental periphery.
Foremost in its unusual nature as well as its contribution to earned income has been the Warwick
Manufacturing Group (WMG), set up in 1980 and directed ever since by a charismatic professor,
Kumar Bhattacharyya, in the university's engineering department.. .." (Clark, p. 17) Clark goes
on to describe a hugely successful conference center, science park, and to review leadership and
management practices that have made these ventures successful. And then he discusses what, for
our purposes, may be the most interesting aspect of this "earned income policy" - - the stimulated
academic heartland. "Entrepreneurship has not been left to a few subject areas such as
engineering and business, and only to a managerial group dedicated to earning income, but has
come to characterize virtually all academic fields. Four features reveal much about the
involvement of core academic units: the melding of periphery into the core; the extensive
building of research centers under departments; the construction of a university wide graduate
school; and the introduction of an imaginative and highly attractive research fellowship scheme
that reached across the campus." (Clark, p. 27) He goes on to describe initiatives in the social
sciences, humanities and the arts. "The entrepreneurial spirit shows through in these departments
and centers. For example: the head of theatre studies, Professor David Thomas, reported in an
interview that he was a 'happy opportunist' who came to Warwick because it 'had an
entrepreneurial feel about it.' He takes experimental performances- undergraduates may be
included- out to international festivals and audiences, raising money as he goes, while training
'cultural administrators' in advanced programs in a 'research-led department.' With self-funding
courses, the department is basically self-supporting: it 'washes its own face.' (Clark, p. 28)
Other examples exist at the four other universities Clark studied.
The key point I want to make is that there are all kinds of synergies that arise as liberal education
contributes to the shaping of the entrepreneurial mind and spirit through its courses of study. The
entrepreneurial spirit of students, faculty and administrators in turn leads to innovative practices
and an entrepreneurial culture for the entire institution. Such mutually beneficial reciprocities
bring new possibilities for liberal and professional education simultaneously.
Barriers to
collaborative teaching, research, and community service are broken down as teams of students
and faculty engage in risk taking behaviors grounded in their educational experiences that
Iiterall y transform the uni versi ty.
The Association of American Colleges and State Universities (AACSU) recently published a list
of entrepreneurial universities with descriptions of some of their activities. I have appended this
document to this paper. Incidentally, Central and Eastern Michigan University both self-reported
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themselves as entrepreneurial universities. One of the most important aspects of introducing
entrepreneurship to the university is the potential of connectivity between the long-standing
social goals of the university with "social entrepreneurship." J. Gregory Dees of Stanford (2002:
5) defines social entrepreneurship as follows:
Social entrepreneurs play the role of change agents in the social sector by:
• Adopting a mission to create and sustain social value (not just private
value),
• Recognizing and relentlessly pursuing new opportunities to serve that
mission,
• Engaging in a process of continuous innovation, adaptation, and
learning,
• Acting boldly without being limited by resources currently in hand, and
• Exhibiting a heightened sense of accountability to the constituencies
served and for the outcomes created.

Let me provide an example of such a venture. This past Saturday I spent the day with a diverse
group of individuals who share a common interest in making Charleston a destination for writers
and poets- - making Charleston a literary center. Representatives from a variety of non-profit
organizations, including the National Poetry Society, the South Carolina Writers Group, as well
as leaders of "The Loft" in Minneapolis-St. Paul and the Juniper Initiative in Amherst,
Massachusetts, met with representatives from the Cultural Affairs Office of the City of
Charleston and the College of Charleston to brainstorm how to create this environment for
writers in Charleston. What we envision is an entrepreneurial venture using a property provided
by the City of Charleston to house a writing center, Literary Coffee Shop, and a Charleston
authors bookshop specializing in autographed copies of works by local authors. The College of
Charleston, the City of Charleston, and various non-profits would support the venture. Writers
could rent apartments and loft studios at highly competitive rates and provide readings in the
coffee shop. A local restaurant group would donate their resources and experience to design a
business plan for the coffee shop and students in English and Business from the College of
Charleston would manage and staff the coffee shop. The City would derive rent, the College
would derive a revenue stream for our Foundation and the non-profit groups would have a
vibrant meeting place. If successful, this venture could eventually result in the establishment of
an MFA degree program at the College of Charleston.
It is in the area of "social entrepreneurship" where liberal education and civic engagement come
together with an entrepreneurial culture to create new added value to communities through
interdisciplinary collaborations between the university and the larger community to find
solutions to pressing social problems and to create opportunities for cultural enrichment. When
universities engage their faculty and students in social entrepreneurship they are actually being
true to their traditional values. This type of entrepreneurship differs from the corporate culture
and helps to avoid the intrusion of "globalization" into the university's educational mission.
Yet another example of entrepreneurial activity that is already being replicated is found in a
recent article in The Seattle Times-"Colleges
offer retirees place to live, learn." Several
universities are engaged in creating retirement communities that provide a needed social service
while simultaneously creating a stream of revenue and opportunities for students to have
internships and become engaged in their community.
" ... [S]chools from UW to Stanford University and Penn State are responding [to longer life
spans] by building senior housing through campus retirement associations and outside
developers. National organizations say about 60 such centers, with varying degrees of nursing
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care, operate across the country .... The relationship is simple and symbiotic: Universities offer
personal growth and stimulation to retirees. Nursing and gerontology students get hands-on
exposure to an aging population, and alumni assoications build a faithful base of donors at their
doorstep." And these retirees provide audiences for a wide variety of university programs and
performances. Many report that they are very engaged with the university, especially when they
are alumni.
The Argument:
In order to advocate an entrepreneurial response on the part of universities, the following
conditions would have to exist. First, the traditional sources of financial and public support for
the university would have to be imperiled. The fact is that the university is no longer insulated
from the market, but is subject to market pressures in a variety of ways. This clearly seems to be
the case as documented in many of the references cited in this paper. State support has steadily
declined and federal support is increasingly difficult to obtain, requiring prodigious efforts at
lobbying to secure "pork" for the university.
Second, the existing capacities of the universities to generate alternative resources would have to
be inadequate. As evidenced by the difficulties encountered by universities relying on old
methods would suggest, this is true. Tuition increases can no longer be counted upon to
automatically offset declining state revenues.
Third, there would need to be evidence of successful entrepreneurial strategies that have created
new sources of revenue for universities. The research conducted by Clark (1998) and Slaughter
and Leslie (1997) and others (AACSU) provide numerous examples of successful
entrepreneurial universities. Add to the above the reality that globalization and the new
challenges of for-profit and corporate educational alternatives to traditional universities have
created a new environment that challenges universities to innovate invites the use of
entrepreneurial strategies.
The Rewards:
Entrepreneurial universities (EUs) are better positioned to chart their own course by virtue of
their greater financial independence.
EUs are able to be more responsive to opportunities in the environment.
EUs are able to show how they have become more accountable to their stakeholders.
EUs are able to become "learning institutions" (see Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline)
EUs can empower all faculty and staff, potentially, to be more responsible for meeting their own
needs
EUs can create unique opportunities for students in all disciplines and professions to prepare
themselves for employment upon graduation.
Eus may further the agenda for "social entrepreneurship," thus furthering public good.
The Risks:
EUs may privilege certain elements in the university (e.g., schools of engineering and business)
for whom an entrepreneurial culture comes more readily.
EUs may lose sight of core values while vigorously pursuing the value of financial independence
EUs may be so successful that they encourage further erosion of state support
EUs may jeopardize the possibility of serendipity in basic research in favor of applied research
EUs may create an enhanced and empowered "managerial culture" instead of a pervasive
entrepreneurial culture
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EUs may succeed at creating traditional entrepreneurial ventures and fail to stimulate "social
entrepreneurship. "
EUs may create an underclass of faculty in the arts and letters (humanities) who find far fewer
opportunities to engage in entrepreneurial ventures.
Eus may be too responsive to the "market" and to outwardly directed relative to their selfdefined mission, thus devaluing the traditional educational mission in favor of opportunistic
forays into the marketplace
A possible strategy for maximizing rewards and minimizing risks:
How can we avoid the pitfalls frisks that face EU s? One obvious area is leadership of the
universities. We must exercise great care in the selection of university leaders, ensuring that
they understand the potential risks. I would suggest that we must also draw upon John Rawls
theory of justice to help guard against potential abuses. Rawls offers the "difference principle" as
a protection against inequalities that run counter to the public good. According to the difference
principle, inequalities may be permitted only in so far as they provide an advantage to the least
advantaged. Typically, most universities have policies that accrue centrally some portion of the
overhead from grants. That overhead can then be reallocated to meet financial needs elsewhere
in the university. A similar model could be established for the distribution of "profits" generated
by successful entrepreneurial ventures undertaken by the university. Furthermore, the university,
given proper leadership, can institute policies that reward entrepreneurial activity, but set limits
on differential salary structures, thus protecting the parts of the academy that are less successful
in generating additional income and profits.

Entrepreneurial Culture and the Traditional Academic Culture of the University
An entrepreneurial culture is not the same thing as a corporate culture. The latter is based more
on the "managerial culture" identified by Berquist. The infusion of a corporate culture and the
intrusion of the market would clearly establish a new hierarchy of values for the university and
would, as Bok (2003), Gould (2003), Kirp (2004) and others have shown, corrupt the traditional
values of the university. By contrast, an entrepreneurial culture- - especially one that validated
"social entrepreneurship"-would
emphasize an institutional commitment to innovation,
creativity, collaboration, service, and civic engagement while also encouraging the pursuit of
ventures that increase the resource base of the university. It is important to recognize the
difference between these two cultures. The goal of the consortium for Liberal Education and
Entrepreneurship is to provide a supportive organization structure to allow for the sharing of
information and experiences among institutions that are seeking to diffuse an entrepreneurial
spirit throughout the university-not just in the business school. Indeed, entrepreneurship
studies have not always been well received in schools of business precisely because
entrepreneurs are very different from managers and the knowledge, behavioral repertoire, and
skill set for an entrepreneur is very different from the training and technical knowledge
associated with business school curricula. Entrepreneurship is inherently interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary. Of course, entrepreneurs need business plans, but they also need critical
thinking skills, quantitative and analytical reasoning skills, holistic thinking, communication
skills, and vision. Entrepreneurs create organizations and thereby add value to the communityeconomic value to be sure, but also socio-cultural and sometimes aesthetic value as well.
Managers playa functional role within complex organizations. There is a huge difference.
An entrepreneurial spirit encourages creativity and innovation and builds empowerment into the
university. Faculty and staff begin to consider that they have a responsibility to create resources,
not just to claim the existing resources of the university. As evidenced by the large number of
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entrepreneurs who make generous gifts to universities, the affiliation of entrepreneurs with
universities represents a viable alternative to corporate gifts. The university needs all threecorporate gifts, entrepreneur benefactors, and their own entrepreneurial ventures-if they are to
generate the revenues they need to carry out their existing missions and to expand into new
areas.

Conclusion: It's All About Leadership and Communication
A theme that emerges in the literature I have reviewed about the university and markets,
capitalism, and corporations is that faculty are largely ignorant of the financial realities of their
universities. Whether faculty choose not to be well-informed or they have been paternalistically
protected from having to be burdened by the tremendous challenges that universities face, the
downside is that the faculty with their "collegial culture" are far less well informed than they
should be and accept very little responsibility for initiating changes to strengthen the university.
We cannot afford to have an ignorant faculty mounting resistance to what is perceived as a lifethreatening challenge to their time-honored ways. Given the real potential for the university to
abandon its mission or lapse into "mission-creep" in order to meet its financial needs or to
embrace strategies (e.g., increased use of adjuncts; cutting financially non-productive programs;
rushing willy-nilly into new ventures that redirect the institution from its mission), it is essential
that the core stakeholders all be aware of the challenges and the choices that will be made to
meet those challenges. Those stakeholders most certainly include the faculty. Faculty need to be
educated to the realities of operating an institution of higher education in the 21 century. They
must be involved in strategic planning and budgeting and become fully engaged with the
administration and the governing board in deciding how the university will manage its scarce
resources. Faculty must understand that their own values and preferences (e.g., for research,
disciplinary specialization and graduate education, small classes) may not be possible for the
university to the same degree as demands for accountability and shrinking financial support
reduce the universities' ability to "stay the course" with missions defined in the 70s. Faculty
must not remain behind a Rawlsian "veil of ignorance." As William F. Massy notes: "To
discharge their public obligations embedded in their value functions, universities must have
enough financial strength to balance mission with market. While competition spurs institutions
toward production efficiencies, too much of it drives mission out of their decision-making
entirely." (Massy, 2004: 32)
SI

One of the major responsibilities of the faculty as a collective body must be to maintain focus on
the mission and on their responsibility to govern curricula that reflect the best combination of
general education, study-in-depth (the major), and electives designed to meet the needs of
students in these turbulent and troubled times. They must guard against those forces (principally
the market) that have the potential to polarize the faculty and create a well-defined hierarchy of
faculties with rank based on ability to produce resources for the university. Massy reminds us
that there is a New Golden Rule. "Those with the gold rule." If it becomes true, then some
faculties, especially in the humanities and social sciences, will become politically marginalized
within the university and the undergraduate curriculum will suffer accordingly. This danger is
well noted by Gould (2003) and Slaughter and Leslie (1997) and Duderstadt and Womack
(2003).
In my view, it is the faculty in the humanities, arts and letters, and social sciences that have the
most to lose. Therefore, they must begin to think creatively about how to maximize their value
and reduce their dependence on other areas within the academy that are capable of adapting more
readily to market and financial pressures. Becoming entrepreneurial about their work is one way
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in which they can begin to increase their capacity to leverage resources within the university.
Whether through increased grant activity, innovative pedagogy and rededicated attention to
undergraduate education, active leadership in faculty governance, or any other means at their
disposal, they must become fully engaged in the determination of their own fate within the
uni versity.
Those former presidents whose works have been cited in this paper, including Derek Bok, Frank
Rhodes, and James Duderstadt, all realize the role of the president and his or her leadership team
is central to the successful future of today's universities. The creation of strong leadership teams
that engage the faculty, administration, governing board, and other key stakeholders and
constituencies (e.g., alumni) is absolutely essential if the university is to maintain its core values,
fulfill its educational mission for the public good, and attain a new kind of financial vitality. One
of the routes to the latter may well entail becoming more entrepreneurial. But it must also reflect
a determination not to become merely another type of corporation.
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APPENDIX A
From William H. Berquist
The Four Cultures of the Academy (1992): pages 4-6
The collegial culture: a culture that finds meaning primarily in the disciplines represented by the faculty
in the institution; that values faculty research and scholarship and the quasi-political governance
processes of the faculty; that holds untested assumptions about the dominance of rationality in the
institution; and that conceives of the institution's enterprise as the generation, interpretation, and
dissemination of knowledge and as the development of specific values and qualities of character among
young men and women who are future leaders of our society.
The managerial culture: a culture that finds meaning primarily in the organization, implementation, and
evaluation of work that is directed toward specified goals and purposes; that values fiscal responsibility
and effective supervisory skills; that holds untested assumptions about the capacity of the institution to
define and measure its goals and objectives clearly; and that conceives of the institution's enterprise as
the inculcation of specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes in students so that they might become
successful and responsible citizens.
The developmental culture: a culture that finds meaning primarily in the creation of programs and
activities furthering the personal and professional growth of all members of the collegiate community;
that values personal openness and service to others, as well as systematic institutional research and
curricular planning; that holds untested assumptions about the inherent desire of all men and women to
attain their own personal maturation, while helping others in the institution become more mature and that
conceives of the institution's enterprise as the encouragement of potential for cognitive, affective, and
behavioral maturation among all students" faculty, administrators, and staff.
The negotiating culture: a culture that finds meaning primarily in the establishment of equitable and
egalitarian policies and procedures for the distribution of resources and benefits in the institution; that
values confrontation and fair bargaining among constituencies (primarily management and faculty or
staff) with vested interests that are inherently in opposition; that holds untested assumptions about the
ultimate role of power and the frequent need for outside mediation in a viable collegiate institution; and
that conceives of the institution's enterprise as either the undesirable promulgation of existing (and often
repressive) social attitudes and structures or the establishment of new and more liberating social attitudes
and structures.

APPENDIXB
Examples of The Entrepreneurial University From the AASCU Summer Council of
Presidents: Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. July 25-28, 2004
Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Ken Dobbins, President
I. STATEIUNIVERSITY FOUNDA TIONIUNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS
A. Overall Concept
A state department enters into a long-term lease agreement with the university for a facilty so
that lease payments will pay debt, maintenance, and operational costs
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University Foundation issues tax exempt bonds with buildings as collateral
University Foundation conveys property to the University upon retirement of debt
University continues long-term leasing agreement after receiving the debt-free facility
B. Cottonwood Residential Treatment Center (Department of Mental Health)
Treatment center for disturbed pre-teen and adolescent youth
University Foundation issued $3.3 million in bonds (20-year) and built a complex of six
buildings to house 32 patients, with a staff of 90 (full-time and part-time)
Faculty and students use the facility as sites for practica and research in several fields, including
psychology, social work, and nursing
Paid facility generates funds for other maintenance and repair projects
C. Girardot Youth Center (Department of Social Services, Division of Youth Services)
Low security group home facility for juvenile delinquents
University Foundation issued $1,255,000 in bonds (13-year) and built the two-building Girardot
Center. Houses 24 students and has a staff of 25 (full-time and part-time)
Faculty and students use the facility as site for practica and research in criminal justice,
recreation, social work, and psychology
Recidivism rate is very low, currently 9%
The Center has provided the University and DYS with visibility throughout the nation in
criminal justice circles
Just last month, a delegation from Clemson and the South Carolina Department of Corrections
visited the campus to learn about the financing arrangements and to talk to the DYS staff about
the way the treatment program works. In recent years, other delegations have come from
Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi, Virginia, Michigan, Massachusetts, Hawaii, Utah, North
Dakota, and Maryland.

II. CITY/STATEIUNIVERSITY

PARTNERSHIPS

A. Show-Me Center
A multi-purpose building to serve the Cape Girardeau community and the University
Cape Girardeau citizens voted a $5 million bond issue to be retired from an increase in the hotelrestaurant tax
$9 million appropriation from the state
University students, through a dedicated fee, contributed another $3 million for construction of
an attached but separate student recreation center
Owned by the University, which pays its operating costs and has access to the facility for a
specified number of days each year
Director works with a Board of Managers, appointed jointly by the City Council and the
University, which recommends policy to the University Board of Regents
B. The River Campus
On a bluff overlooking the Mississippi River is a 16-acre site occupied by an abandoned Catholic
seminary, with buildings dating from the 1840s and 1870s.
Site will house new School of Visual and Performing Arts. Two historic buildings to be
renovated for use as classroom and small auditorium space. New construction to include a new
1,OOO-seatperformance hall; a new theatre; dance studios; art studios and gallery; and a regional
museum.
Project cost originally estimated at $35.6 million ($40.85 million adjusted for inflation)
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State to pay $21.8 million (original request before inflation $16.5 million)
City to pay $8.9 million through issuance of revenue bonds (hotel-restaurant tax extension
approved by 54% of voters)
University Foundation to raise $10.15 million through private donations using state tax credit
program
Will use Show Me Center's Board of Managers and operating costs concept
Additional partnership: Missouri Welcome Center approved by the Missouri Department of
Tourism, to be operated jointly by the University and the local Convention and Visitors Bureau.
III. REGION (CITIES) / STATE / UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION / UNIVERSITY
PARTNERSHIPS
A. Area Higher Education Centers
In 1987, a donor offered the University a building to be used for his vision of a cooperative (4year and 2-year) higher education center about 60 miles south of our main campus
An old Pepsi Cola bottling plant was converted into a first class educational facility with a small
state appropriation and a series of donations from people in the community
Partnership with a community college
National recognition (1992 Distinguished Program Award from the national Association for
Continuing Higher Education)
Three additional higher education centers in cooperation with local communities and community
colleges
Funds raised from private donors and public entities in four communities for buildings, capital
improvements and scholarships total more than $12 million
Four centers now enroll more than 2,100 students, primarily placebound, up from less than 500
in 1996
Baccalaureate degree programs on the campuses of community colleges - Teacher Education,
Business, Criminal Justice, and Industrial Technology.
IV. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DRIVERS
A. Innovation Center and Business Incubator
$300,000 base appropriation
Five centers in Missouri; Southeast's is the only one not affiliated with a campus of the
University of Missouri system
Designed to encourage entrepreneurs in our region
Looking for marketable projects in the areas of environmental science, life sciences, and
advanced manufacturing technology, since these areas are being given special emphasis by the
Governor and Department of Economic Development in planning Missouri's future state
economy
B. Applied Research Park
Proposed new interchange on Interstate-55 in partnership with two cities, a county, a state and a
federal agency
Interstate-55 divides the University's 380-acre demonstration farm from north to south, and three
of the four comers of the proposed interchange lie on University property
Over the next decade, this property will be developed as an applied research and business park
C. Missouri Research Corporation
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Created the Missouri Research Corporation -- a new organization separate from the University
and the endowed University Foundation
Reduces bureaucracy, bidding not necessary
Limits University's liability
Permits quick response to opportunities
Capable of bringing together resources and faculty of several universities on projects.
Clayton College & State University, Georgia
Thomas K. Harden, President
GA TEW AY VILLAGE - Through a unique partnership with two cities, county government, the
development authority, a private foundation, private corporations, and the University, a 93 acre
mixed use development area has been established. This redevelopment, which is adjacent to the
campus, has been made possible due to a shared vision to enhance the university and contribute
to the economic development of the region. With the creation of a Community-University
Planned Development (CUPD) zone and two intergovernmental agreements, bonds have now
been sold/approved to finance the purchase of property and fund construction. Construction of
the Georgia State Arcruves, the southeast regional facility of the National Archives and Records
Administration, student housing, and a hotel/executive conference center is either complete or
underway. Future components of Gateway Village include a commuter rail station, selected
retail and service businesses, and office buildings.
California State University, San Bernardino
AI Karnig, President
1. Palm Desert Campus
An off-campus center of CSUSB
Appeared on front page of New York Times
Funded by a unique public-private partnership
Land provided by City of Palm Desert
55 acres granted for off-campus center
145 acres held in reserve to convert to independent State University
Construction funds raised by fund-raising campaign
Approximately $20 million raised to date
Sources of donations
Cities: City of Indian Wells, City of Rancho Mirage
Private Foundations: Berger, Annenberg
Private individuals
Operating and equipment funds from State of California
Also Federal grants
Distance learning equipment B Department of Education ($500,000)
State capital outlay B total equipment funds to date B $2.3 million
State - CSU operating funds B approximately $1.6 million/year
2. Public-Private Student Housing Venture
Developer buys land and builds project
8.5 acres directly adjacent to existing campus housing
480 beds in highly desirable apartment layouts; 4 bed/4 bath; 4 bed/2 bath
Resort-style clubhouse, pool, and exercise facility
Safe, gated community
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No financial or construction risk to University
University benefits
Option to buy at guaranteed maximum price
Price is lower than University could build on its own
University gains needed student housing
All risk is on developer, including rental of beds
Or, developer owns and is affiliated with University.
University policies and student discipline apply
University conducts student programs
3. Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization
Federal grant-funded program B Department of Defense
Provides opportunity for private businesses to use technology developed for the military
Program has many benefits:
Private industry gains knowledge of latest technology which can be applied to products C at very
low cost.
Consumers gain benefit of use of new technology.
Tax dollars used to develop military technology get transferred for public use, as well.
Example of Tech Transfer:
Global positioning systems C
Initially used by military for geographic location.
Used by public B cars, boats, trucks, etc.
Beneficial to local economy
4. CSUSB's Inland California Television Network
The only regional cable television news network in the country, according to the Radio &
Television News Directors Association, that is established and managed by a university - Cal
State, San Bernardino, which is situated in one of the fastest growing regions of the country with
3.2 million citizens who did not have extensive local television news coverage of inland
Southern California before ICTN was created.
Cited by the American Press Institute as one of four model media convergence projects (blending
newsprint and electronic media) in the country. Report made at the National Association of
Broadcasters meeting in 2003.
ICTN relies upon a partnership blend that ties in the resources of regional daily newspaper
reporting with the ICTN news staff of 9 plus existing staff and space at the City of San
Bernardino's government access channel.
ICTN feeds news on weeknights to 15 municipal government channels (all Channel 3) on cable
television in western San Bernardino County, plus rebroadcasts on the local PBS affiliate,
KVCR-TV, to reach satellite and off-air viewers as well. Potential viewership is 4 million.
Dozens of university students receive invaluable training on state-of-the-art digital equipment
acquired through the university's work on distance learning contracts. Students are mentored by
professional news and production staff and gain hands-on experience that is seamless with
industry standards.
In addition to News, Cal State, San Bernardino is recognized for bringing vital public affairs,
cultural and educational programming to the region through ICTN's Production Department,
which is staffed by 6. CSUSB events, including concerts and debates, are presented regularly.

Arizona State University West
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Elaine P. Maimon, former Campus CEO
A partnership with a bank to construct a building at no cost to taxpayers.
The bank uses one-third of the building. The campus uses one-third as a welcome center and
one-third as a testing center, itself a source of entrepreneurial revenue.
A private/public partnership for construction and management of residence facilities.
Partnerships with developers to infuse education into new, planned communities.
Buffalo State College, SUNY
Muriel Howard, President
We have rented rooftop space to Verizon for antennas.
We examined contracts for food service, bookstore, and vending with a mind to better service
and income to benefit students. During this process, we privatized our bookstore resulting in
new construction, better service, and substantially more income.
We rent space to not for profit entities whose activities in some way enhance our academic
programs or are otherwise a benefit to students.
Central Michigan University
Michael Rao, President
CMU has enjoyed three decades of success with off-campus centers and/or continuing education
programs with a broad geographic scope. CMU's College of Extended Learning (soon to be
Professional Education Services) returns $3.6 million annually to the university's general fund.
The extended learning component of the university is currently undergoing a complete
restructuring - name, organization structure, focus - and expectations are even higher for its
revenue-generating capability.
The many auxiliary enterprises CMU currently operates are not unusual (dining services,
residence life, printing services, bookstore) but they are successful. Within the $290 million
CMU annual operating budget, $51 million is generated through auxiliary enterprises.
Although it is just in the "investigative" stage, CMU is looking into the market feasibility and
revenue viability of a university-related retirement community.
CMU is also investigating the possibility of expanding on campus health services (including
prescription services) to the local community to generate revenue.
Coastal Carolina University, South Carolina
Ron Ingle, President
Some degree of entrepreneurship is becoming part of the administrative landscape of higher
education and Coastal Carolina University has taken a leadership role in entrepreneurship
initiatives in South Carolina.
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I offer the "bullets" below with an important caveat - we are educators and educational
institutions, not business people or developers. You may wish to note a short article by Derek
Bok in the June issue of Business Officer. In this article, Dr. Bok comments on entrepreneurial
initiatives and their impact on institutional values.
Some ideas from Coastal Carolina University:
Outsourcing - most of us do this. Caution - in some areas such as custodial and physical plant
activities, outsourcing may fly in the face of local norms. Too often, previous institutional
employees are retained only for the minimum length of time required in the initial contract. This
has the potential of presenting town/gown problems.
Student housing - I am a convert to public/private partnerships and have created a Coastal
Carolina University Housing Foundation to facilitate student housing construction.
Student Health Services - Coastal Carolina University leases land at $1 per year to the local
hospital. The hospital constructed a 2,500 square foot building which houses student counseling
services, student health services and the hospital's occupational health program.
Athletics - Arena - under development is construction of a 7,000 seat arena to be built by a
private developer. Coastal Carolina University will be the prime tenant being guaranteed 47
dates per year. The arena will include two practice basketball courts, coaches' offices, locker
rooms, training rooms and weight rooms. These will become the property of the institution
immediately upon completion of construction.
Field House - under development is a 20,000 square foot field house located in the end zone of
the football stadium. The institution will provide the land. Much of the construction costs will
be assumed by a large physical therapy practice and an orthopedic practice. They will serve the
university; in addition, they will be allowed to operate their private business here.
Water Quality Lab - Water chemistry is a major component of our Marine Science curriculum.
Several years ago, we received a grant from the county to equip a water quality lab. The lab has
state and national certification. For a fee, we conduct all seawater, storm water and river water
testing for the county and local municipalities.
Delaware State University
Allen Sessoms, President
The following are among the multiple strategies underway at Delaware State University to
either generate revenue or enhance existing sources:
Partnering with the Delaware Civic Center Corporation and other state and local entities to build
a $92.1 million Delaware Sports and Entertainment Complex. The facility, boasting efficient use
of shared space, includes a 9,100-seat arena and 14,500-seat football stadium. The complex
would provide a much needed home for the Hornet football and basketball programs, attract high
school athletic championships, and serve as an entertainment venue for the region. It would be
built on land owned by both Delaware State University and the Civic Center Corp.
Setting an aggressive enrollment goal to grow from under 4,000 currently to 10,000 by 2013.
Strategies include growing diverse populations, niche markets and adult learners.
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Setting an aggressive research agenda with federal, state, local governments and the private
sector. Research support increased from approximately $8 million in the fall of 2003 to about
$17.4 million in the spring of 2004.
Increasing grant awards to fund critical infrastructure that can serve as platforms for further
research grants. Examples include a science and math infrastructure, the Applied Mathematics
Research Center and related biotechnology equipment.
Creating a new academic structure, effective July 1,2004, to better reflect the needs of the state
and to take advantage of new opportunities. In addition to a host of programs under the Provost,
DSU now has a College of Agriculture and Related Sciences, a College of Humanities and Social
Sciences, a College of Mathematics, Natural Sciences and Technology, a School of
Management, a College of Education and Sport Sciences, a College of Health and Public Policy,
the University Libraries, and the Division of Adult and Continuing Education. The University
also launched its first doctoral program.
Creating the University's first foundation; creating fund-raising strategies that embrace
personalized marketing such as on-line giving.
Using creatively our grounds and facilities by capitalizing on nearby local events (such as two
NASCAR races at Dover Downs) and offering paid parking and housing, when available.
Exploring offering students long distance service options.
Rebuilding completely the entire DSU website by creating portals, web ordering, and interactive,
personalized capabilities.
Eastern Michigan University
Sam Kirkpatrick, President
Differential tuition via "program fees" linked to the real costs of academic programs (by
program) and starting salaries of graduates, plus costs documented in the "Delaware data" and
formulas in other states (e.g., Texas).
Special fees to cover documented costs and state budget shortfalls in specific areas, treated as
cost centers, e.g., a records initiation fee (one time) for new students, graduation/commencement
fee for new student orientation, student teaching, general education (linked to first year
experience).
Vigorous cost savings and cost avoidance activities, e.g., utilities and energy-related retrofits,
savings through information technologies and enterprise-wide software systems.
Substantial and vigorous federal relations program.
Heightened private fundraising activities.
Georgia Southwestern State University
Michael Hanes, President
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Research and Development Corporation Established
The creation of the Georgia Southwestern Research and Development Corporation began with a
faculty initiative to provide new learning opportunities for students. More than four years ago,
the School of Computer and Information Sciences at Georgia Southwestern State University
developed a technical assistance center, known as GSW iTech, to provide low-cost, high-quality
information solutions for local businesses. The center continues to provide opportunities for
teams of students, advised by a faculty member, to become engaged in solving real world
information problems for small businesses. The revenue generated from these services is
retained by the School of Computer and Information Sciences to support the academic priorities
established by the faculty and administration.
The success of the GSW iTech student and faculty teams working with local businesses provided
the basis for a proposal to NCR, Inc. to receive a donation of computer hardware and software
valued at $1.6 million. In making the gift, NCR challenged Georgia Southwestern to stimulate
the growth of a software development community in this rural area of Georgia. Teams of faculty
and students were given the opportunity to redevelop the donated software to create new
products with the expectation of generating new revenue for the University. Since the initiative
was expected to generate significant revenue in the near future, the University was advised to
create a research and development corporation to serve as the official owner of the hardware and
software as well as the recipient of revenues from the sale or licensing of redeveloped software
products. In the first 18 months of operation, the Georgia Southwestern Research and
Development Corporation received two state grants for the initial software redevelopment
projects. Now entering the second full year of operation, the Corporation is expected to generate
approximately $100,000 in net revenue. These funds will be earmarked to address the
technology needs of the University.
Millersville University of Pennsylvania
Francine McNairy, President
Resource Development Ideas
Create a significant presence within a nearby urban area that will solidify linkages with the
community, provide space for classes and training efforts, and create a platform for communityfocused grant and research opportunities. Examples include our working to become an Investor
Partner in CareerLink and subleasing classroom and training space to accommodate our evening,
off-campus courses. This arrangement will help leverage relationships and resources both oncampus and in the community to develop community-focused opportunities and grants such as
HUD's grant around university partnership and community outreach for which we are now in
planning to submit. If awarded, this grant will bring in about $400,000 in funding.
Develop a continuing education unit with an entrepreneurial, self-support mandate and dual
focus on non-traditional credit education, as well as the development of new revenue streams
from the corporate sector:
We are developing increased and new revenue streams by revamping existing programs or
creating new programs in higWy accessible formats (e.g., blended, distance learning, or
accelerated forniats) that are of interest to adult learners. We plan to build enrollments by
cohorts and find a separate marketing/branding umbrella under which to house these programs.
Because these programs are built on a business budget model wherein they must be self-support
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within a specified period of time, they will not significantly impact existing resource or
traditional enrollments in campus-based programs because they will be responsible for covering
the costs of their own resources and the target audience will be different. Programs like this that
we have under development are MSN Education, MED Sports Management, MS Disaster
Management.
While not a completely original concept, we developed the Corporate University at Millersville
(CorpU) as a brand that is focused on establishing MU as a resource to the corporate sector.
CorpU focuses on the development and delivery of customized training and services, especially
in the areas of leadership, performance improvement, and process improvement. Since its launch
in October 2003, CorpU has written contracts worth about $55,000 to provide customized
training services to companies in our area.
Develop graduate-level, credit summer institutes geared toward the professional development
needs of a specific professional group, e.g. educators. These intensive, one-week programs
provide attendees with access to nationally-known experts in a specific field along with
facilitation that brings broader concepts to the level of the individual student. We began three
years ago with one institute, this summer will be running six, and anticipate running a total of
nine or ten institutes in 2005. The average attendance is between 70-80 individuals per institutes
at graduate tuition levels plus an institute fee.
We have developed on-campus centers that have an entrepreneurial mission, e.g. centers set up
to provide a return on investment to the university, in a relatively short period of time.
Combining research and consulting with the development of training relationships and new
degree programs as part of a Center's mandate, for example, can build an entrepreneurial model
and spirit on campus. Examples of this type of center that is in the making, or that has existed in
the past, are the Center for Opinion Research and Center for Disaster Research and Education.
An intangible benefit of these types of centers is that they create media exposure for the
university on an on-going basis which leads to more opportunities.
Northern Arizona University
John Haeger, President
I can talk extensively about entrepreneurial efforts, but the main lesson is that everyone will tell
you that they will be self-funded and return thousands to the university. Do not believe it; for
every successful idea there are a hundred that cost rather than produce revenue. However, some
successes or new projects include the following:
Construction of a research facility (state funded based on lobbying for research dollars related to
the state's economic development.) The facility will include a business incubator.
Lobbying for changes in state law that allow universities to hold equity interest in companies.
This move is important as faculty research and then patent application grow to allow the
university to share in the profits.
Building of a hotel/conference center on the campus with a corporate partner
Evolution of a strong distributed learning network and using Web delivery as revenue producer
for the university as a whole.
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Texas Woman's University
Ann Stuart, President
In 2001, through a conversation with the President and Chief Executive Officer and Chief
Operating Officer of the Texas Medical Center, Houston, Texas, I learned of The Methodist
Hospital's intention to expand and that as a result of being land-locked, they were considering
relocating the hospital. TWU's current location is concurrent to The Methodist Hospital, so I
made an appointment with the President and CEO of Methodist Health Care System to see if
there was a win-win opportunity for both The Methodist Hospital and TWU.
In fact, there was. The perfect location for The Methodist Hospital to expand was onto TWU's
current space. After months of negotiations, the TWU Regents deeded the land at our current
location at John Freeman Boulevard and Bertner Avenue to the trustees of The Methodist
Hospital. In turn, the trustees of The Methodist Hospital deeded to the TWU Regents the land
they owned at Fannin Street, South Main Street, and Holcombe Boulevard.
In addition, The Methodist Hospital presented TWU with $30 million dollars for the building
project. Furthermore, they will construct and pay for an on-site, new parking facility in
exchange for the right to use a certain percentage of parking spaces.
Just as in 1958, the new facilities will allow TWU to double its enrollment. Once more, the
citizens of Texas will receive a new educational facility at no cost to the State. Both the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board and the Texas Legislature have complimented TWU on
this entrepreneurial public/private venture.
San Jose State University
Robert Caret, Former President
Developed and constructed the first (only we believe) city-university library in the nation.
$174,000,000,475,000 sq ft, jointly owned, constructed and operated. While not providing a
revenue source, it provided a significant leveraging of state, city and private funds and will
continue to do so from an operating perspective.
Developed and were prepared to launch a 1,000,000 sq ft mixed use facility. 750,000 for use for
leasing to private companies (a vertical research park), and 250,000 for use by the university.
Thought never launched as a result of the turn in the economic climate, the project has been
developed to the concept stage and will be taken off of the shelf at the right moment. A 12 yr
leave was being developed with a Fortune 200 company at the time of the economic shift. The
income from the lease would cover total cost of the building, paying it off over a 12 yr. period.
During the 12 year period somewhere between $1 and 4 million dollars would be available to the
campus, from the lease income, beyond the debt payments. After 12 yrs, up to $40 million a
year in income would have been realized from the facility. And, the campus gained 250,000 sq
feet of Class A space at no cost.
Towson University
Robert Caret, President
To provide incentives for the development of off campus, extended education offerings, in the
teaching and health arenas, the campus allowed the colleges involved to retain the majority of
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tuition revenues from such offerings to provide the funding and incentives needed to develop and
nurture the enterprise. $3-5 million in tuition revenue was realized in and redirected in this way.
A very successful Teaching Learning Network was developed (e.g. over 70 Professional
Development School sights have been developed using this approach).
Several Public/Private Partnerships are being negotiated. One involves the County, Private
Developers and the University in a land development opportunity that will provide retail space
(developers), parking (county) and housing (university). A second project involves a local
hospital,
the county revenue authority and the university in the construction of a mixed-use facility to
include parking for the hospital and the university and a community ice arena for the university
and the county. The former is funded largely with private dollars and the university signs a longterm lease. The university has also offered to operate the facility for a fee. The latter is funded
by the revenue authority and the university and hospital sign long-term leases paid for with
parking fees. The university costs are minimized because of credit we receive for providing the
land.
The university purchased an 18-story retirement community and converted it to a hotel
conference center. Marriott was brought in to run the facility. The university receives
approximately $1,000,000 per year in a profit sharing arrangement with the hotel chain.
University of Alaska Southeast
John Pugh, Chancellor
The University of Alaska Southeast in Juneau, Alaska, has tried for years to obtain state
funding for a recreational facility. The facility was considered to be a significant piece of
the overall core facilities development needed for this growing small comprehensive public
university. When I became Chancellor five years ago, I recognized this need and decided to
look for new ways to approach the issue.
At the same time, the community was trying to get funding for a new Alaska National Guard
Facility. The leadership for the Guard and I met to see if our needs were similar enough to
possibly work together on a joint project. It was determined that we should pursue a conceptual
architectural plan. When the plan was completed, we met again and decided to move forward on
ajoint project seeking funds from both federal and state sources ($7.5 million federal and $5.4
million state).
The project was funded in the Fiscal Year '04 Budget. Construction started during the summer
of '03. The facility is scheduled to be completed in March of '05. The two agencies presently are
working our the final details of the joint use.
The university, the National Guard, and the community are all winners in this unusual
partnership. UAS looks forward to developing other partnerships that enable us to meet our
future needs.
University of Nebraska at Omaha
Nancy Belck, Chancellor
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At the University of Nebraska at Omaha, world-class businesses and industries are finding a
dynamic, nurturing environment at the Scott Technology Transfer and Incubator Center. This
three-phase development exists in close proximity to UNO's College of Information Science and
Technology and the technologically-advanced Peter Kiewit Institute, allowing tenants such as
Fraunhoffers and KUKA, a German Robotics company, to engage in business and product
development, while working with UNO students and professors. Phase I and II are built, with
Phase III under construction; all three phases are 100% leased. Phase III will house sophisticated
super-computing capability with extensive research labs, enabling both tenants (called partners)
and the university to engage in next generation research. The Centers offer partners a
technology-rich environment in which their businesses can conduct research, and develop
products from idea to prototype to market. Supported by the outstanding students and faculty of
the College and PKI, partners have access to highly knowledgeable and skilled student interns,
while faculty have an opportunity to work on cutting-edge research and technologies with
companies on the leading edge of their fields. In a win-win-win situation, UNO, as a
metropolitan university, is proud to attract these entities to
our city, expanding both the commerce and knowledge base of our community.

University of South Carolina - Aiken
Tom Hallman, Chancellor
Wellness Center--partnerships and funding from the County and hospital have allowed us to
operate a first class facility at little cost to our operating budget. Aiken County Council funds
were originally contributed as a means of reducing lost-time accidents for their employees,
particularly Emergency Medical Technicians, through exercise programs. Additionally, we
provide cardiac rehabilitation services on a contractual basis with the local hospital in support of
their heart, pulmonary, and circulatory programs. These arrangements have provided a "health
club" for faculty, staff and students at a fraction of the market price. We also provide
opportunities for paid memberships for individuals who are on USCA boards and advisory
committees and/or financial contributors to USCA. It also gives a laboratory experience for
dealing with senior citizens and cardiac patients for students in our Exercise Science program.
Pool-- Partnership with Aiken County provided a subsidized loan to finance the facility. Rentals
from the local swim league pay a large portion of the operating expenses of the facility that also
allows us to teach aerobics and offer indoor swimming for students, faculty and staff as well as
summer camps for the community. We also make paid memberships to the pool available to
community members who have a relationship with USCA.
Ruth Patrick Science Education Center--partnerships with county school district, federal
government, state government and private entities have funded the building (including
planetarium, an observatory and telescopes) as well as operating it. 50,000 plus school children
use services annually for very nominal costs, as well as programs for teachers in math and
sciences at little cost to the participants.
County-- due to millage received from county we have been able to make a number of facility
additions where state resources have been severely limited. This includes purchase of land, our
initial Local Area Computer Network, the pool, and $7 million towards the Convocation Center.
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Aiken County is one a very few in the state that have supported the local public baccalaureate
institution.
City of Aiken--various means of support, but Local Option Sales Tax revenues have been
proposed for a referendum next fall to provide support for parking and roadwork for the
Convocation Center.
University of West Florida
John Cavanaugh, President
One thing that we have tried is entering into partnership with external agents to market our
online programs. In one case, we have partnered with a private corporation and in another we
have partnered with another institution. Through these partnerships we believe we can leverage
our investment by capitalizing on the larger visibility of these entities, thereby saving us
substantial dollars in terms of what we would have otherwise had to spend on marketing. We are
obviously hoping to create additional revenue from the tuition we would collect from new online
students.
To maximize our competitiveness, we have also requested and our Board of Trustees has
approved a pricing structure that permits us to price our programs similarly to our major
competitors, rather than simply be locked into resident/non-resident values. Finally, we have
worked very closely with the military (mainly the Air Force and Navy) to develop undergraduate
and graduate degree programs of special interest to them. Given that we have three major
military bases in our area, and that active duty military deployment schedules change regularly,
and that online programs get "advertised" within the service branches, we think this will be a
successful tactical strategy. Overall, we believe that the combination of strategies will make our
online efforts more effective than they would have been otherwise (left to our own marketing
devices). Of course, given that these efforts are only being rolled out this fall, their actual success
remains to be seen.
Western Carolina University
John Bardo, Chancellor
At Western, we began to recognize this trend [toward pressing universities to become more
responsive to state and regional economic development needs] about eight years ago and started
to reposition the institution as an "entrepreneurial university." We modified our program mix
and began significant outreach to communities. For example, over the last couple of years, we
developed applied engineering programs with specific foci on business intervention. This model
has been supported by President Broad and the Board of Governors and, by board policy, our
engineers must stand for tenure based in large measure on the quality of their teaching and their
record of intervention with regional businesses. To date, these faculty members have assisted 35
businesses in becoming more competitive.
In addition, Western has focused attention on regional outreach and service. We have created a
Center for Service Learning that began operation this year. Western also revitalized the Center
for Regional Development. The business professionals and faculty members of the Center work
with NGOs, local governments, entrepreneurs, and businesses in the region on community
development issues and sustainable job creation.
Western initiated the Chancellor's Regional Roundtables with 13 visits involving 18 counties in a
region as large as the state of Maryland. A team of senior administrators, deans, and key faculty
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members engaged business, economic development, and political leaders in a discussion of
county and community needs specifically related to economic development. We also explored
ways in which the University, utilizing faculty expertise through its Center for Regional
Development, might assist. The response was excellent with requests for expanded programming
and support for business development activities in most counties.
We formed an Office of Technology Transfer to focus our efforts on spinning off businesses.
While this office has only been in operation for a few months, we already have several contracts
with businesses regarding intellectual property and product development.
One of the outcomes of this approach is that we recently were asked to meet with a group of
political leaders from a city about two hours from our campus. They asked us to assist them in
creating a center for engineering technology education in their city and offered to give us a large
building in the community to house our programs. While we are still in negotiation with them, it
appears that the major cause of their interest is that three major industries are considering either
locating facilities in the city or expanding existing facilities. These three businesses wanted to be
assured that Western Carolina University would be available to provide continuing education and
degree programs for their employees. One cannot buy this type of support, which significantly
altered the perception of the University in that important community.
Since our core mission is education and since the nature of the student body continues to
diversify socially and economically, we are reaching out to community colleges and offering 2+2
programs across the region. Some of these programs are electronically mediated while others are
offered face-to-face. Western is gaining a reputation as a willing partner and an institution that
"can deliver." As a result, we are being asked to expand our core services to parts of the state
where we generally had not had much of a presence.
Several years ago, we recognized that most students come to college for instrumental reasons.
That is, most national surveys show that students go to college for a better lifestyle or career. In
response to those data, we rearranged our orientation and advising processes to help the student
recognize the relationships between his/her abilities, interests, background, and potential majors
and careers. We begin career counseling on the first day of orientation and our advising program
increasingly involves "active exploration" instead of passive course selection. As a result, over
half of all entering students declare a major before the first day of class and a significant majority
have a major by the end of their first semester.
At the core of all of this work is the requirement to link the University to the needs of society.
This has always been the role of public higher education, but sometimes we seem to lose track of
our own history. By paying attention to the changing environment and more closely linking their
offerings to the needs of students, our arts and sciences departments have prospered. English,
biology, communications, and math are now among our fastest growing majors.
What is the consequence of all of this work? Our academic reputation has changed significantly.
Our SATs are up over 60 points and our average high school GPAs increased by more than half a
point. Enrollment went from 6,500 to over 8,000 (expected in the fall). Applications increased by
more than 40 percent. In the last two years the region's newspapers have published more than
fourteen editorials about Western - all of which speak to our efforts to address the needs of the
people. And, by the way, we have received more than $14.5 million in federal earmarks to
support our efforts; our endowments have risen from $6.5 million to more than $25 million
(including nine fully-funded endowed professorships); and we are in the middle of the largest
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capital construction boom in the history of the University. Our current construction program has
a value of approximately $194 million.
As noted above, Western Carolina is an entrepreneurial university. Entrepreneurship must define
our approach to management. We need increasingly to link ourselves to the core values and
needs of society. To the extent that we fail to recognize this requirement, we can expect
continuing budget cuts and regulation. To the extent that we focus our efforts and respond, we
should continue to see support.
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CULTURAL CONTRADICTIONS AND ETHICAL DILEMMAS IN THE CORPORA TESTYLED UNIVERSITY
By Eric Gould
Professor of English, University of Denver
It's commonplace these days to note that American universities-and a growing number of
universities overseas-are corporate in nature, practice, and culture and have been so for many
years. Indeed, the Harvard [University] Corporation claims to be the oldest corporation of any
kind in the western hemisphere and was founded in 1650. In the classic sense of the term, every
university is corporate in that it is an institution that is bigger than the sum of its parts (faculty,
students, and administration) and is united in a common mission, even if that mission has
become uncommonly complex in recent years. But as mass education has developed in the past
century and universities have had to be increasingly self-supporting, their corporate nature has
inevitably become more commercial. Universities exist in a "knowledge society," one that is
shaped by the ever-growing commercial market for ideas and information transferal. Institutions
of higher learning have been a primary engine for economic development, supporting the growth
of the knowledge economy and understandably seeking profit themselves from the development
of intellectual property and applied learning, not to mention ever-increasing tuition rates for all
their programming. They have been willing to charge prices large enough to achieve, sustain, or
even augment profitability, even while they are legally non-profits.
Institutions of higher learning, furthermore, form their own complex and loosely self-regulated
market, which competitively defines everything the academy does, from research enterprises to
sport to the curriculum. The market shapes academic trends, the value of ideas, the professional
standing of faculty, the development of assessment and accreditation criteria, the importance of a
degree as a job credential, the goals of general education, the shaping of ethical values, the
growth of study abroad and globalized learning, the consumerist ideals of parents and students,
and so on. A degree from a college or university must have academic integrity-but it is also a
market-driven commodity in which knowledge tends to be important as much for its exchange
value as for its symbolic or speculative value, its ability to develop further knowledge.
The university, in short, is now even more of a corporation of learning than Thorstein Veblen
said it was a hundred years ago, and it has developed extensive links to the commercial sector.
That is not going to change. We cannot de-corporatize the university, as calls from some
scholar-critics (like Henry Giroux and Stanley Aronowitz) have urged, because the market for
higher education is not going to disappear. Government (however Big) is most unlikely to take
over all (or even some) of the 3900 institutions of higher learning in the US. It's more likely that
commercial corporations will take over independent universities in years to come, as they have
already begun to do. Even in Europe and other parts of the world, where higher education has
traditionally been under state control, the privatization of higher education is well underway in
order to competitively develop mass education on the American model to meet workforce needs,
increase accountabili ty, and augment state funding of higher education. According to UNESCO
(Scott, 2000), in 2000, private institutions educated around 30 percent of the student population
in Eastern and Central Europe. In Latin America more than half of student enrolment is in the
private sector. Even state universities in the U.S., facing heavy cuts in state and federal funding,
now frequently refer to themselves as "state-assisted" institutions and are actively seeking public
and corporate support.
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Americans seem happy that higher education is market "regulated." Recent polls taken by the
Chronicle of Higher Education (Chronicle, May 2, 2003) and the Educational Testing Service
(Chronicle, June 19, 2003) show that the American public overwhelmingly agrees that colleges
and universities are among "the most valuable resources to the U.S." The level of confidence in
higher education is second only to confidence in the military. All of which means that the public
is happy so long as a degree credential is valuable, for the primary aim of higher education (say
around 90 per cent of students polled each year in the past decade for the annual UCLA national
freshman polls), is to provide a job credential.
On the other hand, higher education remains (mostly, but not always) smart enough to know that
it cannot let go of the ideal of liberal education and the belief that undergraduate education is a
broad and general education for the intellect-one that is essential to sustain cultural values and
ethical reasoning, and one that cannot simply be explained in commercial terms. The university
is the last social institution where learning and research can be valued for its pursuit of "truth" to
which no strings are attached. Liberal education is an education for creativity, clear thinking,
sound argument, and good citizenship-in all the ways we choose to celebrate our nationhood
and now our global identity. It is also fast becoming, through the popularity of ecology
programs, an education for the necessary sustainability of nature and the environment.
Defining an effective liberal education program remains one of the great ethical challenges to the
university because this alone seems able to counter the assumption that knowledge has value
primarily in exchange. I have described at length elsewhere the historical and economic
pressures which have lead to the various American experiments in this field. But defining liberal
education remains as great a problem in the new millennium as it was 150 years ago, particularly
as we cannot resort to an aesthetic and transcendent theory of sweetness and light. It remains to
some extent a focus on the history of ideas and culture and the nurturing of self-reflective reason.
But what we once widely called liberal education is now general education. And that is
increasingly about basic literacy, numeracy, and interpretation skills, along with an introduction
to the various research and discovery methodologies of the disciplines and some special training
in civics and service learning. General education is expected to smooth out the tensions within
the mission of the university itself, which is complex indeed as we try to provide training for the
world of work, to instill ethical values, to teach the history of ideas, to define reason and
protocols of scientific research, to develop the economy at large, and to promote the public good.
I think I've said nothing so far that would surprise anyone who knows the university well. On
the one hand we are unavoidably corporate and commercial because we do sell a service to the
public, we are the social institution that offers essential preparation for the workplace, and
universities must, to some extent, operate as efficient businesses. But on the other hand, we still
like to think that knowledge is not for sale, must develop freely, and is best organized in the
traditional disciplines. We hoard learning in large disciplinary storerooms to which we allow
students progressive entry as they master various required courses. But increasingly, this
organization of knowledge appears old-fashioned and even ineffective. Knowledge today is
plural not singular. What survives as important knowledge invariably has some kind of
pragmatic if not applied function, or it works to open up lines of questioning that lead to such a
value. And it is clear that we have over-produced knowledge in the disciplines, indulging
research agendas that exist primarily to justify faculty within their disciplines. Nor surprisingly,
the fear of eroding academic freedom, not to mention budgetary pressures and market values that
drive our organizational efficiencies, have left us with a gnawing dilemma over how to define
essential knowledge and how to promote student learning. The public and most institutions of
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higher education have yet to grapple with the cultural contradictions that lie at the heart of
academe and are slowly but surely eroding whatever united front higher education displays.
I have described these cultural contradictions at length elsewhere (Gould, 2003), but let me
briefly list a few of the more persistent ones:
o The university talks a good talk about liberal education but increasingly we place
greater emphasis on the importance of vocational education and applied research
for commercial gain. That is, funds are often diverted from the Arts and Sciences
in order to promote revenue-producing technology and professional education.
And although there is a great deal that is higWy creative about education in these
fields, the kind of creativity that grows out of a liberal education, one that broadly
synthesizes ethical, aesthetic, and historical concerns, may soon take a back seat
to "creativity" that is entrepreneurial in a commercial sense. That is, creativity is
becoming judged more and more by its useful outcomes than by more intangible
developments of the intellect.
o Civic education and concern for the public good is often simply an "add on" to
the university mission. Indeed, university missions are nothing but a collection of
added values. They have developed over the past 100 years as an accretion rather
than a synthesis of important social concerns. Mission statements reveal an
unholy alliance between goals that have been accumulated over the years. We
have great difficulty focusing and synthesizing the university's complex mission,
stating clearly, simply, and forcefully what the university is for. We increasingly
have trouble explaining what a liberal education is because the word "liberal"
itself has become so tainted in our popular embrace of conservative values.
o Decentralized budgeting systems set departments at war with each other and serve
mainly to encourage their isolation rather than cooperation. Research in league
with corporate interests has eroded a trust in academic research protocols (Bok,
2003). Dramatic tuition increases in the past three decades have created
enormous hardships for students, as has the huge rise in student debt. Learning is
driven by credentialism and consumerism, however, so it seems acceptable (but
remains ethically questionable) to raise the cost of learning in the face of
continuing public demand. Universities vie with each other for students and are
willing to leverage financial aid to build a student body that promotes status in
national rankings rather than genuine diversity, making it hard for any university
to be both a meritocracy and a community that reflects democratic and diverse
values.
o Academic freedoms have been eroded for faculty, and even where freedoms
remain intact, the strong influence of faculty, when serious decisions are to be
made, is rarely felt. A division of labor demoralizes faculty and results from a
radical disjunct between those who own the material means of production
(trustees and regents) and those who own the mental means of production (faculty
knowledge-workers). The disciplines have thus become over-professionalized
and over-theorized as faculty retreat to their knowledge bases. Thus the market
over-produces knowledge that is fragmented, commercialized, and
commodified-in
uncontrollably large quantities. And this is clearly supported
by decentralized budgeting systems that set department against department in
pursuit of the profit motive.
o For a number of years, activist trustees, politicians, and think-tank critics have
been aiming for reforms of academe to make it more accountable to
"stakeholders" (parents and students) and more accessible to political and even
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religious interests. In some schools and states they threaten radical "reforms" that
inevitably follow models of corporate restructuring. And much of this has taken
place-when it has not been an expression of moral outrage over the erosion of
Virtue and Values in the university-with
little concern for the curriculum itself.
Indeed the University of Excellence and Talent Development has replaced the
qualitative ideals of the University of Culture-a point amply illustrated by Bill
Readings in his now classic study, The University in Ruins (1996). Accreditation
bodies have few tangible standards and have developed a culture of assessment
obsessed with measurement to the extent that we often lose sight of the relative
value of what is being measured.
We speak fulsomely of globalization and the importance of study abroad to
prepare world citizens. But few schools really attempt to develop and link courses
that reflect a truly internationalized curriculum. Multiculturalism has simply
become a pluralism of individual cultural agendas. As in the world of commercial
markets and geo-political economic theories, internationalization too often means
globalization of Western values and a strengthening of western corporate culture
rather than genuine curiosity about or respect for foreign cultures. This is in
keeping with the fact that higher education has become less of an intellectual
challenge and more of a cultural right of passage made desirable by the rhetorical
over-reach of slickly economistic and patriotic public relations.

And so on. When it does not appear to be completely market driven, unavoidably our culture of
academe appears nothing if not contradictory in the struggle to reconcile service to Caesar and
service to Sophia. Our dilemma is positively biblical. Yet in the eyes of the public the
university remains (for now at least) the most value-laden of social institutions, and we have an
important social duty to fulfill the public's need for the university to function ethically. One of
the facts of life in any democratic system of education, after all, is that academic politics is
public politics: universities exist to serve the public good and can continue to do so only as long
as they earn the public trust. That they have that trust right now is clear; that the trust is based on
a public understanding of the economics and politics of the university even after numerous
analyses by scholars and media writers, is not so clear. But in economic terms, universities exist
in a kind of futures market: we offer a learning experience that no student or parent can fully
define in advance. But they bet that the experience will be good and universities try to assist
them in placing that bet with data about solid research, a reputation for having good teachers, and
the value of a degree in the marketplace. Public relations spin is more important than ever in
academe.
We need to focus on our ethical responsibility to live up to the public trust in ways other than
national rankings and exaggerated public relations claims. It is our responsibility to develop
knowledge that is important and useful but also to define a broadly inclusive mission that speaks
to the public good. The dichotomizing of public versus private good needs to be avoided. Yes,
we do love the political clash of values and secretly enjoy the culture wars in academe-which
surely are not over. But the university has to set its house in order and somehow integrate the
virtues of both a liberal and a market-driven professional education. Globalization and
corporatization-those
twin barrels of the great battleship Capitalism-are
forcing us to do this
because they are changing the traditional character of the university. The more the knowledge
society is commercialized, the more it over-produces knowledge merely for its own sake.
My argument is a simple one, then. So contradictory is our culture in academe-at once
stubbornly academic and resolutely corporate-that we have a genuinely ethical mandate to earn
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the public trust by balancing all parts of the university's mission. The university is not just about
job preparation. It is also no longer just about interior design: learning the aesthetics of the welldecorated mind. It's about educating the "whole person." It's about creativity, responsible
citizenship, sound debate on human values, the questioning of utilitarian reasoning, an
understanding of history, and a willingness to explore both nature and culture. It is not simply
about an entrepreneurship that encourages classics professors to share in the wealth by writing
film scripts for sandal and toga sagas, but about an ethical creativity-itself
a form of
entrepreneurship--that seeks to enrich knowledge by bringing the disciplines together to address
major social, cultural, and political issues. And that requires as much of an immersion in the arts
as in the humanities and in the social and natural sciences. As Richard Rorty has put it, we must
become ironists and understand that ethics is an emotional and imaginative response to complex
decisions that reason alone will not solve. The arts, above all, are the staging places for
passionate debates about human values.
In conclusion, then, we must do two things to meet the ethical challenges posed by our highly
complex and contradictory culture:
(a) The first challenge is to synthesize the mission of the university: to tease out our complex
goals for higher education and try to focus the mission of the university so that we clearly serve
the public good by producing graduates who are empowered by their education-which
must be
broadly defined in terms of intellectual and rhetorical skills and not simply vocationalism.
Somehow we have to argue that this is the staple of a vibrant democracy, not belonging to a
particular political party, religion, or even ethnic group.
It is fashionable to talk about a democratic education these days, and if I had to choose
one thing that pulls the university's mission together it is a concern that the university exists
primarily for the public good. And what creates that good is a democratic education, one in
which the curriculum addresses the following issues: (i) the promotion of democratic values,
including an understanding of the problematic and often frustrating nature of democracy and our
continuing need to mediate and adjust its ideology; (ii) the development of the university itself as
a democratic institution, one that is driven by principles that rise above the profit-making
offered by the market to develop a genuinely inclusive community of learning, opening access to
high quality education for all and revising the curriculum so that it really addresses issues that
define how we live in a democratic society. Markets, after all, are not democratic by their
nature. Democracy is a political system that is defined by its own process of self-regulation and
does not leave everything to chance: its end is its beginning, but the nature of democratic
processes is by no means self-evident and must be constantly re-examined.
(b) The second challenge is to restructure the way we organize the disciplinary knowledge
that must serve the ~ission of a democratic education, promoting a genuinely
interdisciplinary and internationalized curriculum that works with cross-disciplinary, social and
intellectual topics. We need to recognize that the entrepreneurial, ethical and social
responsibilities of the university go hand in hand. The university must serve the public good by
helping to shape a social meritocracy and educate generations about the forces of modernization.
It must mediate the forces of modernity. It must develop knowledge through research and
scholarship that know no limits and can sustain the well-being of the academic disciplines. It
must provide a general, liberal education that educates people to think critically, creatively, and
independently. And it must support the economy and the growth of a specialized workforce. It
can only do all these things at once if it brings all the disciplines to bear on the large questions of
our time, issues which make for interesting interdisciplinary courses for undergraduates. How
much democracy do we need and how do we define it? How can we alleviate democracy's
discontents? What is the nature of power in today's society and how can we genuinely share in
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it? How do markets work and must they insist that profit-making is the major purpose of
democratic systems? To what extent is human behavior the result of nature or nurture? Why is
the law open to interpretation? How are human values created? And so on ... the list is very long
indeed.
The enormous challenge to higher education, ironically, is not simply to broaden the gap
between the university and the society it serves, to make it more critical of capitalism's
complaints. The university must be free enough to do this and always has done so to some
extent. The real challenge for academe, though, is to become the great synthesizer of knowledge
and social needs, to mediate much more effectively between the academic disciplines, social
needs, and social and economic power structures. The disciplines must emerge from the
shadow-watching of their departmental caves and address important topics together.
Take the question of globalization, for example and how the disciplines can contribute to its
definition:
• A somewhat common and cliched view of globalization is that it is a synonym for
corporate globalism and by association an extension of American economic power,
which has accompanied the rise of modernity in the last century. This is a narrow view
of modernity, though, for as any world historian knows, there are many versions besides
ours. It is also a narrowly "corporate" definition of the phenomenon of globalization,
which has been in play for 500 years since the beginning of world trade in the
Renaissance. While it would be hard to argue that American forms of liberal capitalism
are not dominant in the marketplace, especially since the shaking of Asian assumptions
during the Japanese economic crisis, economic globalization remains notoriously difficult
to define because of the subtle interconnectedness of highly diverse economies and
cultures.
• Cultural globalism too is very important with the spread of mass media, consumer
habits influenced by advertising strategies, and the diffusion of digital and agricultural
technologies. Even the novel is now an international art form in the ongoing engagement
with the power struggles of postcolonialism. Film and the visual arts have blazed a
global trail for many years.
• Political globalization is also a fact of life ever since the collapse of both Western
colonialism and Eastern, communist, colonialism-as is the internationalization of the
concept of the state and social movements and the effort to develop a kind of political
morality that has universal implications, one favoring democratic practices.
• Geographical and ecological globalism further defines our internationalist yearnings as
we discover the proliferation and integration of ecosystems and develop a growing sense
that our place on planet earth-in spite of the politics of pollution and energy
consumption-is a shared fate.
In short, globalization is much bigger than the economy. It is a cultural, political, social, and
economic fact of life that requires the disciplinary expertise of all the departments in the arts and
sciences in order to dramatize its issues, something that would make for a marvelous
conversation between faculty and students from all departments. If "globalization is a long-term
historical process of growing worldwide interconnectedness" (Pieterse, 2004), then so too is the
development of a democratic education one of growing disciplinary interconnectedness. This
becomes even more pressing when we realize that globalization has deeply influenced the
development of higher education world wide, and universities themselves have become the
willing engines of globalization. In the end, globalization, like a democratic education, is about
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hybridization: cultural mixes, diasporas and migrations, vast inequalities of wealth and power in
play to be sure, but also signs of genuine human integration.
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THE COMMODIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCA nON
by Howard Dooley
Former Executive Director of International Affairs
Professor of History
WMU
Today's conference theme is universities and corporations. My angle today is to examine
international higher education as a business, in fact, as a globally traded commodity. A
commodity? Yes, higher education is a commercial product, bought and sold like automobiles,
jetliners, or bananas in the global marketplace. International higher education is one of the
world's most dynamic and fastest growing industries. Over the last decade, international
education has experienced remarkable growth, so that today there are more than 1.8 million
international students in higher education institutions around the world. And this is just the
beginning.
In the next two decades, the global demand for international higher education is expected to
grow fourfold! By 2025, 8 million students-over 6 million more than now-will be seeking seats
in colleges and universities outside their home countries. Driving this surge abroad will be a
tremendous increase in demand for higher education. As income rises, so does the level of
participation in higher education. As China and India boom, there will be sharp increases in
demand for, and participation in higher education.
At the turn of the century, in 2000, there were 97 million students in higher education around the
world. In 2025, the demand will be for 263 million seats. Most of this demand will be in Asia. In
India, demand will soar from 9.6 million seats in 2000 to 61 million by 2025. In China, demand
will rise from 8 million seats to 45 million during the same time frame. Latin America and
Africa, too, will see substantial growth, as the number of students doubles to about 11 million in
each continent. North America and Europe will also experience growth, but much less
proporti onately.
Meeting the demand for 160 million more tertiary level seats will be challenging. Particularly in
countries where higher education has been a state monopoly, and virtually free of charge, the
pressure will be the greatest. Everywhere public systems, funded by government appropriations,
will come under enormous strain. Put simply, the demand for higher education will outrun the
ability of governments to pay for enough university seats. This will spur millions of students to
seek seats for higher education abroad.
Four factors will shape higher education, and its international dimensions, in the next two
decades:
1. The Withering Away of State Support
2. Privatization
3. Adoption of American model curricula
4. English as lingua franca
1)

Withering Away of State Support

Governments are increasingly unable, or at any rate, unwilling to sustain their public universities.
Particularly in poorer countries where higher education has been a state monopoly, and virtually
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free of charge, efforts are being made to "cost share" by charging tuition. Proposing to charge
tuition for the first time, or raising tuition from token levels such as $1 a year at Mexico's
national autonomous universities, has triggered mass student demonstrations. From Mexico to
Poland to India challenging the expectation that higher education is a free public right has
convulsed campuses. Meetings of the World Trade Organization have also been disrupted by
rioters protesting, among other things, the imposition tuition. Expect much more turmoil on- and
off-campuses as the tide of tuition rises.
In rich countries, declining government financial support has broken the social compact between
the state and pubic higher education. Here at Western Michigan University we all feel the fiscal
pain as State of Michigan support has withered from 70% of the institutional budget two decades
ago to just 41 % now. We must now anticipate that state support will shrink further to, say, 18%
like the University of Pittsburgh, which went from private to public, or even down to 8%, as at
the University of Virginia. In Australia, state support has dropped from 62% to 45% of
university funds since 1991. At the London School of Economics, government support has fallen
from 70% to 18% of the budget. Canada, and Germany exhibit the same pattern.
To cope, universities are being driven into identifying a range of other income generating
activities. Thinking entrepreneurially, commercializing research and technologies, seeking
philanthropy and corporate sponsorship are obvious ones. Some institutions have realized that
international education can play an important role in meeting the shortfall.
2)

Privatization

If state supported institutions of higher learning cannot meet rising demand for higher education,
opening the market to private colleges and universities is a corollary solution. In China, for
example, more than 2,000 private post-secondary institutions have been launched in the past
decade.
Home grown private schools can be supplemented by opening the door to foreign academic
institutions, programs, and degrees. "Twinning" programs, franchised-degrees from universities
abroad, foreign branch campuses, and distance learning technologies are ways that privatization,
free trade and outsourcing in the international education business can go hand in hand.
Finally, state-supported, or at any rate, state-assisted universities can go private, in part or in
whole. The University of Virgin a, for example, has weighed privatizing its renowned law school.
And in the United Kingdom, five top institutions, including the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, and The Imperial College of London, have been considering going private.
3)

American Model Curricula

American-model curricula and degree models are spreading because the U.S. system appears to
offer greater flexibility, scope and choice. Another reason is that multinational corporations
demand a few easily understood credentials to evaluate in hiring personnel. In Europe, this has
spurred the adoption of bachelors and masters degrees to replace the confusion of certificates,
vordiploms, diploms, etc. that vary across the European Union. Hong Kong has emulated the
U.S. by creating a community college system offering associate degrees, while Singapore
embraced the American approach to business education by creating Singapore Management
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University (SMU) by modeling on the Wharton School. All over the world there are new private
institutions appearing that call themselves "The American University of Bulgaria" or "The
American University of Dubai" or the "American University of Kuwait".
4)

Spread of English

English has become the global "lingua franca". Currently about 1.5 billion people, one-quarter of
the world's population, speak English. More people are China are now learning English than live
in the U.S.A. There have been calls in Japan, Korea, and Thailand for adopting English as the
second official language. Soon more people will speak English as a foreign language than as a
native tongue. By 2030, half of the world will speak English.

***********
These four revolutions are converging, and will accelerate the adoption of American model
curricula in tuition-based private and public universities around the world. The coming of
globalized free trade in higher education, and the prospect of 8 million customers seeking
international education, will spur a tremendous growth and a frenzy of competition. Three forces
will be major factors:
1.

Countries Will Become Active Student Recruiters

The U.S. and the U.K. have long been the market leaders, attracting the largest numbers of
international students. New countries are now pro-actively seeking to become players in the
international education market. In Asia, Malaysia, Singapore, and India are promoting
themselves as "regional centers for higher education." For example, WMU's long-standing
twinning program partner Sunway College in Malaysia enrolls students from 55 countries. In
Europe, the Netherlands, France, Germany and Spain are active recruiters. Non-English speaking
countries are adding programs in English specifically to attract international students. National
governments, and even state governments such as Germany's Baden- Wurttemberg, are
developing official policies to capitalize on international education.
The most successful of all the new competitors is Australia. Facing withering state support,
Australia's universities decided to recruit full fee-paying international students as a source of
income. Starting from 21,000 international students in 1988, Australia now hosts 200,000.
International student fees contribute 10% of total university income, and higher education is the
country's third ranking export. The universities have corporatized their international offices,
spinning them off as part of companies that also commercialize university research and
development, such as the University of Wollongong's lllawarra Development Corporation The
federal government in Canberra backs the universities with a coordinated global marketing
campaign, building Australian education as a brand. Planning ahead, Australia could potentially
host as many as 562,000 international students by 2025, almost as many as U.S. does now.
Australia also sets the pace in off-shore international education. Australian universities are
aggressive in out-sourcing, setting up franchise degree programs and for profit branch campuses.
Monash University of Melbourne, for example, has established branch campuses in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia (with WMU's partner Sunway College); Johannesberg, South Africa; even
London, England, and has been scouting the U.S., including Chicago. By 2025, Australia aims to
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be educating 400,000 international students through off-shore campuses, franchises, and distance
learning. Add these to the 560,000 who could be studying IN Australia and the total comes to
almost I million!
Australia is the pace-setter in the international education industry. Competitors such as Britain
and Canada have been scrambling to follow the lead set by "Oz". The U.K. has long recognized
international higher education as a vital export industry, and a few years ago several British
universities were given the Queen's Award for Exports in recognition of their contribution to the
national trade balance. Prime Minister Tony Blair has proclaimed a bold national strategy to
build a brand for British education through promotion by British Councils worldwide, with the
goal of doubling the number of international students studying in the U,K. Canada, too, is
adopting the Australian model of national branding and aggressive global marketing.
2.

Private and Corporate Universities Will Enter the Market

Private universities will go abroad, such as the University of Chicago to Singapore. The private
for-profit education sector will become heavily involved in the meeting the demand for higher
education e.g. Sylvan International Universities, part of the worldwide Sylvan Learning Systems
Inc. already operates private universities in Mexico, Chile, Switzerland, Spain, and France, and
will be adding more. (See www.sylvan.net) One should not be surprised to hear that the
University of Phoenix will be the next proprietary higher education enterprise to go global.
3.

The World Trade Organization Will Get Into the Act

The expansion of global trade in higher education will bring this sector to the attention of the
World Trade Organization. Eventually the WTO may seek to apply free trade criteria to the
services sector. Someday our universities may wake up to discover that educational policies
thought of as sovereign matters, determined by national or state authorities, such as the
recognition of degrees, or tuition differentials between domestic and foreign students, or
financial aid only for citizens, are being brought before the WTO as barriers in the restraint of
trade. What will American universities do if they are threatened with being hauled before an
international tribunal because they do not recognize European three-year bachelors degrees as
sufficient for admission to graduate school?
Implications for the Future
The United States has long been the market leader in international education. The number of
international students studying in the U.S. has grown for 50 years, peaking at 586,323 in Fall
2002. International students contribute $13 billion per year to the U.S. economy, making
international higher education America's fifth ranking export service industry. At WMU, tuition
from international students generates about $17 million per year.
Now America's international education business has suffered a reverse. The Institute of
International Education will report at a press conference Monday, November 15, 2004 that the
number of international students enrolled in U.S. higher education decreased by 2.4% in 2003/4
to 572,509, down -13,814, according to Open Doors 2004. Students from Asia, the largest source
area, dropped -3%; Europe fell by -5%; and the Middle East declined by -9%. There were small
gains from Canada, up +2%, and Latin America and Africa, each up + 1%. This is the fust
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absolute decline in numbers since 1971/2 when enrollments dropped 3% (to 140,126).
LLE. is reporting last year's numbers i.e. Fall 2003, since the Open Doors survey runs a year
behind in reporting the international student census. Every indication is that the decline continues
nationwide this year; figure at least another -2.4% drop for Fall 2004. At WMU we have suffered
a combined loss of 543 international students in 2003 and 2004, a 27% drop in just two years.
From peak of just over 2,000 international students in September 2001, we have slipped to just
under 1450.
I.I.E. attributes the overall decline to four factors: 1) real and perceived difficulties in obtaining
student visas, especially in scientific and technical fields; 2) rising U.S. tuition costs; 3) vigorous
recruiting by other English speaking countries; and 4) perceptions abroad that international
students are not welcome in America.
Not directly acknowledged is that since September 11,2001 the United States is at war with an
Islamist insurgency. Though it speaks in a religious idiom, Islamist extremism is an antiglobalization movement, fighting to stop, among other things, the free flow of people and ideas.
President George W. Bush has responded to 9-11 by proclaiming a new national security
doctrine comprised of three elements: maintaining American primacy as the world's sole
superpower, pre-emptive war, and unilateral action. It's Jihad versus McEmpire. The trouble is
that we require foreign money, 40% from Asia, to finance our wars; don't have enough troops or
imperial administrators who speak the languages of "our new caught sullen peoples"; and have
alienated many of our allies and friends, countries from which we draw so many international
students. As long as this "war on terror" goes on, America's international higher education
business is going to pay a price.
Meanwhile, America's competitors in international education are going to take full advantage of
the situation. Billions of people who speak English can adapt American curricula, adopt
bachelors and masters degrees, turn state universities into entrepreneurial enterprises, set up
private and corporate universities, and secure government backing to compete for the
international education market.
In the global commodity market that is international higher education, one of America's most
successful industries is at risk. It is time for the U.S. to openly acknowledge that international
higher education is a vital national interest, indeed, a national security interest. America needs a
national policy for international higher education. We need a revival of the U.S. Information
Agency (U.S.I.A.), which once operated a network of American libraries and education advising
offices attached to embassies and consulates all over the world. After the Republican
Congressional sweep on 1994, U.S.LA. was folded into the State Department, overseas libraries
were closed, and the advising offices either shut down or forced to privatize. I recall meeting the
U.S. education and cultural attache in the embassy in Jakarta, Indonesia, and being shown the
empty bookshelves of the shuttered library. He told me that on that very day the American
consulate in Medan, Sumatra's biggest city, was being closed, including the U.S. education
advising office. He had repeatedly cabled Washington protesting that America was turning its
back on a huge market and that the Australians would move into the vacuum. No answer.
Finally, he got a response: "They aren't Communists, are they?"
Here in Michigan, we need a state policy that recognizes, and promotes, Michigan higher
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education as world class, and proactively seeks to draw international students to our 15 public
universities, as well as send thousands of our domestic students to study abroad. Michigan would
do well to study the example of Baden- Wurttemberg, whose higher education institutions, led by
the University of Tubingen (a WMU exchange partner) are the most internationally engaged of
any German state. (Incidentally, Baden- Wurttemberg is the home of an automobile company that
controls one of Michigan former icons: Chrysler.)
Lastly, we need university international leaders who think globally and act entrepreneurially,
who will take risks, experiment, try things that may not payoff, and go where no WMU
representative has gone before. We need leaders who will spend 90-100 days a year overseas
prospecting for a share of the 6 million new students who will be looking for an academic home
away from home. It is not enough to sit at home reorganizing offices and shuffling curricula in
the university sandbox. Leaders have got to get out there, going face to face with the
competition, to attract the students who bring the world to our campus. That is the core of the
international education business.
Remember when GM and Ford and Chrysler cars filled the roads? Remember when Boeing 747's
ruled the sky? Now Toyota is the world's best car maker, and Airbus is the world's leading
aircraft maker. If we don't reflect on what has happened in two commodity markets, international
higher education could be the next area where American leadership will be lost.
Thank you.
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RECENT

DEVELOPMENTS

IN INTERNATIONAL

EDUCATION

AT

WMU

Dr. Ronald Davis
Vice Provost for International Programs
Western Michigan University

Western Michigan University has a long and proud history of engagement in global in
international education and programs. Beginning with the establishment of our fIrst Institute for
International and Area Studies in 1960 under the auspices of a Ford Foundation grant, the
university has always had some sort of administrative structure devoted to the pursuit of
international goals. Presently the university has two offIces specifIcally devoted to this purpose:
the Diether H. Haenicke Institute for International and Area Studies (focusing on academic
programs and Study Abroad), and the OffIce of International Affairs (primarily involved in
international student recruitment and retention).' Both offices have been active in establishing
international partnerships. The full spectrum of our university's official relationships abroad
includes more than one hundred institutions as listed on our international website.
For many years international education in the United States has been composed of several
elements. Easily the most visible of these has been the mobility of students and faculty across
international borders. In the 2001-2002 academic year more than two thousand international
students from more than one hundred countries enrolled at WMU. Although the numbers have
declined since the fall of 2001-the result of increased security measures imposed by the federal
government-we
continue energetically to recruit and retain a thriving international community
increasingly reflected by our graduate programs. Some five hundred WMU students also study
each year outside the United States through more than sixty programs. Faculty exchanges and
visiting professorships are increasing in number.
Another element of international education-international
and area studies majors and minorslay largely dormant for many years following the closure of our original institute in 1980 due to
state budget reductions. Their revival was one of the principal reasons for establishment of the
Haenicke Institute in 1999. In 2003 the university introduced a new undergraduate major and
minor in global and international studies, strongly comparative and cross-cultural in nature, to
accompany our venerable area studies programs on Asia, Latin America, and Europe. Africana
Studies, developed in 2001, merged the programs in African studies and Black American Studies
to reflect a curricular model increasingly popular at major research institutions.
The Haenicke Institute also administers the International Faculty Hiring Initiative, a salary pool
set aside by President Haenicke in 1993 to encourage colleges and departments to broaden and
deepen their faculty expertise in international and area studies, specifIcally by adding faculty
whose research agenda involves a language other than English and who are vested in the process
of mentoring students to develop foreign study and research experiences as part of the degree
programs. Through the end of the 2003-2004 academic year WMU has added more than thirty
new faculty lines as a result of this effort.

I Editor's
footnote: This paper is based on information from 2004. Changes in the two offices may have occurred
after publication.
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Notwithstanding these achievements, WMU and other research institutions stand on the edge of a
revolution in international education that will add challenging new dimensions to what we do.
The challenge comes from new studies and position papers by major educational associations,
most notably the American Council on Education (ACE), and the Commission on International
Programs (CIP) of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
(NASULGC). WMU has joined the ACE Internationalization Collaborative, a consortium of
some fifty institutions across the United States determined to learn from one another and share
best practices in international education. I have been privileged to be a member of the CIP group
for several years and to watch the new debates on international education unfold.
The new question before is simply this: what makes a globally competent graduate of
Western Michigan University? It derives from the realization that, for all the importance we
justifiably attach to international student recruitment, study abroad, and faculty mobility around
the world for research, in most institutions the great majority of students are untouched by the
results. The United States is rapidly becoming part of a vast, global society. Most of our students,
and many of our faculty, devote little time and attention to this process, unless it is to assume that
globalization simply means an extension of American values and priorities to the rest of the
world. How do we find ways to bring the unprecedented changes wrought by globalization to the
attention of students and into the mainstream of the curriculum and academic conversation at the
university?
These are questions that go to the very root of liberal education. Global and international studies
can no longer confine itself to the politics of international relations, or to the presentation of
traditional societies as alternative models. Ecological issues are becoming so pressing that they
invade the conversation at every tum. Demographic issues-the population of the world will
increase by a number roughly equal to the student body at WMU during our meetings this
morning, and by a number comparable to the population of Kalamazoo County by tomorrow
morning-threaten
to overwhelm every other consideration.
NASULGC, in particular recently has sought to characterize global competence for universities
and their students. Some of the main points, for institutions as a whole are as follows:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Internationalization as an integral part of the mission and strategic plan of the institution
There is a strong dimension of international education in every facet of the curriculum
The institution is committed to strengthening and expanding foreign language instruction,
and to introducing and supporting new models of achieving a multilingual academic
environment
The institution is supportive of international faculty development with the majority of the
faculty having had international research experience
There is active and ongoing collaboration with institutions in other countries, and with
other institutions in the United States through consortia devoted to international
education
The tenure and promotion system encourages and rewards international activitiy by
faculty
The campus culture promotes and values global and international education, and actively
works to achieve synergies between these efforts and the determination to create a more
diverse, multicultural, .and inclusive institution
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The institutional challenges implied by these criteria are formidable: WMU has achieved a great
deal in many of these areas but has a long way to go in others. For students, the NASULGC
criteria raise even more issues. Once defined in terms of social sciences or some humanities
training, frequently with an overlay of foreign language study, global competence now covers
every discipline. Here are at least a few of the consequences:
•

•

•

Students should know how their fields, the majors, function globally. Who drives the
paradigm changes, what are the best practices around the world-and so as not to reinvent square wheels, what practices don't work and have been shown not to work. In
sum, each discipline must become intellectually diverse.
We need to create as many opportunities as possible for study abroad that are disciplinespecific: internships, practica, field research and field experiences. At present this need
presents the greatest challenge for our study abroad programs, with more students going
in smaller numbers to more places, demanding faculty supervision, raising accreditation
and other issues.
In general education and liberal education we need to find new ways to focus the balance
of passion and critical judgment, of conviction and systematic doubt, that is so important
to higher education and life success in general. We need to produce students sufficiently
familiar with the major facets of globalization so that they are not only capable of critical
decision-making but also convinced that they can work successfully for change.

In order to move forward with these new agendas, all the while maintaining the strength and
vitality of our traditional areas of international activity, we need to do two things: restructure our
administrative operations in international education, and engage the campus community in the
conversation about global and international change.
By the end of 2005 the university will complete a process of administrative integration of its
major components of international education and programs: The Haenlcke Institute, Office of
Study Abroad, Office of International Affairs, Office of International Student and Scholar
Services, and the Career English Language Center for International Students (CELCIS).2 We are
doing so in part because we cannot continue in our current fiscal climate to replicate overlapping
services and activities in these offices, but even more because we need to allocate personnel and
resources to new objectives. This new entity, yet to be identified with an official name, will
continue our established international activities but also devote attention to several new areas:
•

•

Integration and vitality of our international partnerships by seeking to build not just as
series of dyadic relationships but a community and network of collaborative institutions
for research, faculty and student exchange, and international projects
Advancement and development, including significant increases in grant proposal
submission, solicitation of support, public relations and alumni relations

At the date of publication, the integration process has been completed: the following units have been consolidated
into the Diether H. Haenicke Institute for Global Education:
Office of International Student and Scholar Services
Office of Study Abroad
Career English Language Center for International Students (CELCIS)
Twinning Programs
Office of International Affairs
Diether H. Haenicke Institute for International and Area Studies.
2
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•

•

•

•

•

Communication, including a complete restructuring and expansion of our international
website as an interactive resource tool, closer liaison among international education
committees operating in our colleges, public affirmation of the international
accomplishments of our university and its people, and enhancement of the level of
dialogue about globalization at WMU
Enrollment management, integrating international student recruitment with enhanced
resources for counseling and advising, curricular intervention, and participation of
international students in the ongoing life of the university
An immigration unit to pull together the efforts of several offices to attend to the
increasingly complex problems and processes associated with faculty and student
mobility, including clear policies for international travel and travel safety for those going
abroad under the aegis of the university
New programs in faculty development, including a faculty associate program for
curriculum development and enhanced input of critical disciplines, such as foreign
languages, into the strategic planning of international education
Build synergies between internationalization and the WMU Diversity Initiative
established by President Bailey in 2003

We hope that these administrative developments will also help to catalyze the discussion about
globalization in our university. I want to conclude with some early observations about where that
discussion seems to be going.
When Provost Timothy Light approached me in 1999 about taking on the directorship of the
Haenicke Institute he gave me a characteristically succinct charge: "Globalize and
internationalize the academic environment of Western Michigan University." When I asked what
that was supposed to mean, he replied: "You'll know if it's working." I have taken that charge as
an opportunity to facilitate as many conversations as possible with faculty, faculty groups, staff
and students, and to encourage initiatives as they emerge. What is emerging is a dialogue about
how individuals, families, small groups, communities, and regions encounter and negotiate the
forces of globalization, in a manner that continues the social and cultural integrity of these
individuals and units. This is a dialogue about how people seek meaningful lives in the face of
the kinds of change that most often threaten anonymity, and how people in all walks of life can
cultivate in themselves a sense that globalization is empowering as well as threatening. It offers
new ways to preserve and invigorate the wealth of cultural and other diversity as well as opening
societies to a wealth of new ideas and alternatives. If that sounds anything like the venerable
goals of liberal education, it should. It really suggests not only what globalization is all about,
but also what we need to do in providing the wherewithal for global competence for our own
students.
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Presentation to the Emeriti Forum
Presented by Laureen Summerville
Director of Human Resources
Western Michigan University

Why is it important to consider HR in examining corporate impact on higher education?
•

In the
o
o
o
o

US there are 4,200 colleges and universities
15 million students
More than 1 million faculty
1.5 million staff
More employees than the auto, steel and textile industries combined

•

Two trends that impact higher education
o Outsourcing
o Health Care

Outsourcing
• Many names - Outsourcing, Privatization, Subcontracting, Third-Party Suppliers
•

Outsourcing has been performed for centuries as a part of trade between nations

•

68 years ago, in his book, "The Higher Learning in America" University of Chicago
president Robert Hutchins wrote, "It is a good principle of educational administration that
a college or university should do nothing that nay other agency can do as well."

•

Basic business idea of outsourcing is if it isn't a function in which an employer
specializes, it would be beneficial to transfer control of the function to a specialist
organization that will offer better cost and quality

•

Common functions outsourced include - IT, facilities, finance and accounting, human
resources and customer support centers

•

Business Process Outsourcing is the fastest growing aspect of global outsourcing
o Payroll, accounts payable and receivable, financial and insurance
o Analysts suggest that there will be as many as 35,000 call centers in India by 2005

•

Arguments in favor of outsourcing
o Concentration on core business
o Cost control
o Access to state of the art technology
o Market discipline through greater transparency
o Greater flexibility to respond to changes in demand

•

Critics of outsourcing
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o

o

Labor and ethical issues effect workers
• Living wage issues, reduction in job stability, loss of benefits
• Some suggest that a Machiavellian "ends justify the means" model, in
which reducing costs as an end is used to justify the strategy, violates
ethical norms and comes at a high human cost
Effects of strategic outsourcing decisions on organizations
• Supplier problems and loss of control - many would argue that supplier
companies cannot understand the quirkiness of a campus culture
• Proprietary (payroll, financial, account, human resources data) information
may not be secure

•

Peter Drucker's views on outsourcing from a January 2004 interview with Fortune
magazme
o He is working with universities, hospital and churches - three of the biggest
knowledge-worker employers
o Productivity is low, due to the highly specialized nature of the work, utilization
tends to be very low
o Don't use outsourcing (Drucker coined the term privatization) with a view of
cutting costs. What it does is improve the quality of the people working for you.
Outsource everything that does not have a career track leading to senior
management within your organization

•

MIT in 2004 added a course to its business school on outsourcing - within 24 hours it
was overenrolled

•

Outsourcing in Higher Education today
o At one out of eight colleges student on-campus health services are provided by an
HMO
o 40% of campus bookstores are run by companies like Barnes & Noble
o 60% of food services are run by Marriott and others
o Some colleges have outsourced admissions and recruiting operations - merely
signing the admissions letters
o Carnegie Commission on Higher Education published a report more than a decade
ago recommending that academic institutions divest themselves of peripheral
activities. Their aim was not to save money, but to encourage each college to pay
more attention to its educational mission.

Health Care Trends and Issues
•

Historical perspective
o Post WWII benefits grew
o In 1960s health care was still only for major illnesses such as hospitalizations
o Growth of benefits in the collective bargaining realm led increased benefits for
mot employees
o HMOs - managed care grew out of the premium inflation of the late 1980s
o Premium inflation pretty flat until mid 1990s, with double digit increases in the
2000s
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•

•
•

In August 2004, General Motors reported that health care benefits for workers,
dependents and retirees adds $1,400 to the cost of every vehicle produced in the United
States.
o GM spent $4.8 million on health care in 2004 for 1.1 million covered employees,
dependents and retirees
According to data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, health insurance benefits
accounted for 23 percent of non-wage employee compensation in the fust quarter of 2004
Growing number of employers are opting to reduce or eliminate health care benefits
o In 2003, 63% if employees received health insurance from their employer, down
from 67% in 2001

•

Ways to control health care benefit costs, here's some of the things private sector
employers have done
o Cost sharing with employees has been done by 79% of employers in a recent
10M A survey
o Increasing the employee portion of copays, deductibles and decreasing lifetime
limits
o Prescription Drug plans, including mailorder as the most popular
o Preventive measures - many employers use incentives to encourage healthy
behavior

•

Other initiatives - Consumer-driven health care plans
o Health saving accounts (HSAs) - usually used with high deductible plans
(minimum deductible of $1,000 for an individual). Allows for employer and
employee pre-tax contributions, can be used for deductibles, copays, and noncovered medical expenses.
o HAS are portable - not tied to employer
o Some sources predict that in 10 years it will be routine for employees to spend
their health care dollars as they see fit

•

Buying Coalitions
o Organizations (corporations, public employers and unions) are banding together
to increase buying power
The Future
o In a recent survey only 32% of employers are willing or able to continue
absorbing cost increases
o Most agree that small changes in programs will not address the issue
o Many employers are going to a defined contribution
o Health management needed for the 20% of employees who account for 80% of
the costs
o Enhanced communication is needed to make employees aware of the current cost
of their insurance
From a 2004 Kaiser Foundation Survey, "More Americans are concerned about rising
health care costs than the stock market or terrorist attack."

•
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THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND ApPLIED SCIENCES & THE BTR-A
PARTNERSHIP WITH PURPOSE
By Dr. Michael B. Atkins
Former Dean, College of Engineering and Applied Sciences
and
Mr. Kurt Hayden, Industrial Engineering Doctoral Associate
All that we do at Western Michigan University should be in clear alignment with the university
mission that states in part that, "Western Michigan University is a student-centered research
university building intellectual inquiry, investigation and discovery into all undergraduate,
graduate and professional programs .... " The College of Engineering and Applied Sciences
(CEAS) is certainly in line with the stated mission of the university as illustrated in the vision
and mission of the college. Our documented vision is that we are, "A scholarly community
dedicated to excellence through student-centered education and research emphasizing
professional practices in engineering and applied science. " This vision is accomplished through
the elements of the mission by educating our students to be professionals, increasing knowledge
through research and other scholarly activities, serving as a resource to our constituents and by
creating highly qualified job-ready graduates. We, as faculty and administrators in the College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences, have found that working with our corporate partners
collaboratively results in the best approach to converting our students to higWy qualified
professional technologists or engineers.
An overview of the characteristics of the college illustrates that we represent approximately 10%
of the university in number of faculty members (102) and student population (2, 723). We
conduct 18 undergraduate and 16 graduate programs within our nine academic departments. At
the undergraduate level, 10 of the programs are oriented toward engineering education while the
other eight programs are concerned with engineering technology or the applied sciences. There
are 11 Master of Science degree and five Ph.D. programs. The graduate students represent about
one-third of our total student population. Our reputation has been built upon the production of
pragmatic or hands-on personnel for industry. About 62% of our students participate in at least
one period of co-op or internship experience in industry during their academic career. This is
significant when considering that this is not required in the vase majority of our programs. Our
graduates are sought after by industries that recognize their job ready capabilities.
The College of Engineering and Applied Sciences research record shows one of the measures of
our success in scholarly contributions. Our research grant amounts received this past year were
about one-third above our previous year. We have continued to show an increase in productivity
in this area over the past few years. As evidenced by the monetary amounts of our grants, more
than half of our research success is in the private non-federal arena (58%) that is primarily
concerned with applied problem-solving for industry. The remainder (42%) of the research is
through federal or state grants that areof both applied and pure research types. Our research
productivity continues to increase and true to our vision and mission, the students (both the
undergraduate and graduate level) are heavily involved. All undergraduates are required to
conduct a senior design capstone project. Many of these projects are conducted with or for
industrial partners in proposing solutions of problems for their companies. A significant number
of graduate students are funded in their academic programs through research endeavors for
corporate partners.
To better facilitate our ability to work closely with industrial partners, we built a new Parkview
campus that includes the Business Technology and Research Park (BTR). This campus is located
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about 3.5 miles away from the central campus. Parkview consists of a 265-acre campus
consisting of about one-third of the area being devoted to the College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences building along with the Energy Research Center and the Paper Coating Pilot
Plant all with appropriate parking. The remainder of the campus is allotted to the BTR corporate
partners' facilities. In the short five-year history of the BTR, approximately 75% of the site has
been developed, is under construction or is under option. The companies that are in the BTR
must be involved predominately in advanced engineering, information technology or life
sciences. Of the current businesses in the park, two have constructed their own research and
development facilities, seven are housed in two multi-tenant structures and 15 have laboratories
and offices in the Southwest Michigan Innovation Center. Each company is interviewed to
determine that there is really a true partnership potential with the university. The companies are
basically asked the three following questions:
•
What opportunities will the students in the college have for participating in
projects or internships/co-op positions within your organization?
•
What synergism do you see for faculty members to be involved through research
or consulting within your operations?
•
What advantage do you envision to your company by being generally aligned in
collaboration with Western Michigan University and the College of Engineering
and Applied Sciences in particular?
This interview process and continuing periodic meetings have resulted in a very close working
relationship with our immediate neighbors in the BTR. Most organizations have students
currently working as interns or research associates within their facilities. The faculty and
students have executed and are currently involved with multiple research projects with our
partners. This truly is a model that is working as designed.
Another measure of our success as a college is the employment of our students by corporations
throughout the country. In the Fall semester each year we host employers at a personnel
recruiting event entitled the Engineering Opportunity Day. We generally have about 50
organizations in attendance. This year, more than 120 students were interviewed following the
Engineering Opportunity Day. The companies were interview for either full-time, co-op or
internship opportunities. When our students are employed they receive very good starting
salaries averaging about $48,000.
The success of our students is a prime measure of the success of our college. A good example of
the impact of our orientation to collaborative opportunities with our industrial partners is
embodied in the experiences of Mr. Kurt Hayden. Mr. Hayden emphasizes that the collaboration
between undergraduate and graduate students with industrial partners results in a unique
opportunity to apply the theoretical tools of engineering to real-life problem solutions. Mr.
Hayden worked with industries through internships, research projects and consortium activities
as both an undergraduate and graduate student. His experiences provided a wide variety of
opportunities that were not available to him otherwise. The very fact that the college was
involved with industrial partnership has contributed to him economically as well as
professionally. His activates in the college has resulted in direct contacts with 24 companies
along with involvement in two consortiums through five public and four proprietary research
projects. His research has spawned 17 public presentations, 13 journal articles and nine
illustration credits. That type of experience motivated him in his desire to continue in the
educational field as opposed to pursuing a career in industry as an engineer. Because of his
research opportunities, he has had the opportunity to work with 42 students in capstone senior
projects and 72 other students that were involved with various aspects of the investigation
process. As he states, "Industrial collaboration provided me with a sound foundation of
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educational and research experiences. I loved performing industrial research with fellow
students. My exposure to collaborative research has inspired me to help students build these
sanle foundations. The immense satisfaction I experienced when helping others succeed in these
projects motivated me to begin work on my Ph.D. and pursue academics and research as a career
path."
The practice of involving our industrial partners in the education and training of our students has
served us well in accomplishing our mission as a college. There is no better way to produce the
future engineers and technologists with job-ready skills than through providing the opportunities
to work on real life problems that result in practical solutions.
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EPILOGUE: UNIVERSITIES AND CORPORATIONS
By Robert Kauffman
Professor Emeritus of Political Science
Western Michigan University
These papers, diverse and pertinent responses to the topic, deserve contextual data placing the
Forum in its appropriate societal dimensions. We use this epilogue to explore issues of funding
for higher education in Michigan and the Nation.
THE HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING CONTEXT

If the purpose of education is to understand and interpret society, the Forum on "Universities and
Corporations" was held at a time most opportune to decipher the agitation gripping higher
education in Michigan.

EVOLVING COMMO

INTERESTS

Evidence suggesting widespread change in institutions of higher education has been accruing for
decades by managers of higher education institutions and by scholars studying their
development. This literature describes early and growing relationships with corporations and the
adaptation of their managerial values by the universities. Further contact was encouraged by
production pressures of World War II. Mid-century relationships expanded reflecting
commonalities between the sophisticated technical needs of transnational corporations and the
development of world-class research centers at universities.'
A. AN ENDURING CONTEST: GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS

1. European Origins.
A fundamental political/commercial issue is involved in the topic chosen for the Forum. That
issue crystallized in Europe with Medieval transition to the Modem period. Nation-states
evolved as absolute monarchies around 1500 A.D. A concurrent expansion of trade was
governed in remarkable detail from the king's palace. Known as mercantilism, the system
permitted the king to control the economy and accumulate wealth for his treasury. However, as
trade grew it produced a wealthy and powerful commercial class which insisted on
economic freedom to conduct business.
The dispute, however, persisted through almost three centuries and finally broke out in violent
revolutions during the late 18th century in the New World and into the 19th century in Europe.
Following these revolutions "free market economies" arose in the West and commerce,
subject to taxation,3 fell into the hands of owners and investors. The issue of economic freedom

I Following
World War II, James Conant Bryant, then president of Harvard, published Education in a Divided World (Harvard, 1948).
Focused on the question of public education in a democracy, he included chapters on the University and barriers to higher education. One of
the first to note growth and modifications at large universities was Clark Kerr, former president of the University of California at
Berkeley. In 1964, he published, The Uses of the University (Cambridge University Press). Prior to the student fracas at Columbia,
Jacques Barzun published in 1968, The American University: How it Runs, Where It is Going. (Harper and Row) At Columbia during this time,
Barzun remarks in the Preface of his access to several presidents of his institution. See also the essays in Daedalus, Winter 1970, "The
Embattled University" published by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
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and government control, however, did not "just go away." It has remained a fundamental rift
and an irritant in the fabric of modern society.

Later in the 19th century, the question flared once again when Karl Marx's critique of free
enterprise, provided evidence of inhumane working conditions, long hours and paltry wages
under free markets.2 As a counter effort many European governments began to engage in
manufacturing and to provide social services to citizens (social-collectivistic revolution). Those
states intended to reduce private exploitation in commerce by providing standards for wages,
hours and working conditions. A series of social programs, a "safety net," was created to assure a
basic standard of living for the poor.

2. Limited

u.s. Response.

It was almost a century later before the U.S. embraced a similar but still limited role for
government. Following his election in 1932, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, created the "New
Deal": a series of social programs and new regulatory agencies were established in response to a
severe downturn of the economy during the "Great Depression" (1930-1939).
Many public works projects and support for cooperatives ensued but government ownership and
operation of manufacturing facilities were not included, no industry was nationalized. A host of
new government agencies were created to regulate economic sectors like food, securities, banks
and transportation. The "New Deal" social programs included labor laws setting standards for
hours, working conditions, and minimum hourly wage. The enactment of Social Security
provided a social pension program for workers over the age of 65.

These programs associated with the Democratic Party, have been controversial since their origin
but remained mostly intact through the end of the 20th century. Opponents have labeled the
New Deal as "big government" and have associated its programs with "bureaucratic corruption"
and waste. Programs instituted during the Depression defined government functions and were
implemented by mostly Democratic majorities in Congress.
But since the defeat of the Goldwater campaign for president in 1964, the Republican Party has
been restructured and has experienced increasing political success, especially during the recent
two decades. Its success was highlighted by the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 which
signaled its return to national prominence and has raised the Republican political challenge to
levels not seen since the 1920's. Steadfast opponents the new Republicans exercised leverage on
New Deal programs and policies. The Nation is now in a period where the role of government
with respect to the economy has once more come to the forefront of our political agenda. The
following section outlines the nature of the current contest in this enduring struggle over the
distribution of power and money.

3. U. S. Policies in the New Century.

Barzun, Jacques. 2000. From Dawn to Decadence: 500 Years of Western Cultural Life. 1500 to the Present. New York: HarperCollins,
Publishers. In the" Author's Note" he speaks of four great revolutions; the religious, monarchical, liberal-individualist
(straddles the 18th and
19th centuries), and social-collectivist roughly a hundred years apart.
2
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During the initial years of the 21st Century significant economic and financial
unfolding. The nation experienced an economic recession and the momentum
fostered the continued movement of manufacturing and technical service jobs
number of jobs lost to off shore industries was small compared to those in the
states like Michigan and Ohio were especially hard hit.

problems were
of free trade
offshore. The total
nation but

On September 11, 2001 the U. S. sustained a devastating attack on the heart of our economic
system and which shattered the internal safe and secure existence the country had known since
the war of 1812. In response, the U.S. invaded Afghanistan in October to destroy Al Qaeda
terrorist camps and in March of 2003 the U. S. with coalition forces attacked Iraq arguing that
the country was supporting terrorism and building weapons of mass destruction.

The Federal Government estimates that more than two million jobs were lost from various causes
during the first term of George W. Bush Administration. The slow economy and a severe
downturn in the stock market reduced income for the Federal Government. Additionally, the
costs of programs like Medicaid and Medicare were escalating.
Also, during his first term George W. Bush enacted three tax cuts, mainly to upper income
taxpayers, and executed unrelenting government spending programs including war, home
security, Medicare prescriptions and an education improvement program. The debt associated
with this spending confounded many conservative supporters. Early in the term, the
Administration depleted a Federal budget surplus of the late 1990' s and reached a record high
budget deficit of $413
billion in fiscal year 2003-04.

The impact of these policies on the U.S. Budget required reductions in social programs. The
2004-05 budget increase funds for defense and home security but reductions were made in most
other programs including health, education, veterans and children's programs. High budget
deficits are scheduled in the President's budget for five more years.
Other financial problems appear to be ripening. The "current accounts" debt, the excess amount
of our imports over exports, reached a new high of $60 billion for the month of January 2005
while trending toward a total of $600 billion by the end of this calendar year. This debt is held
by foreign countries in the form of U.S. Treasury Bonds in an amount exceeding the holdings of
U.S. citizens. It is by this means that the Nation's net worth is transferred out of the country.
Another concern of economists is consumer debt which reached an all time high of more than $2
trillion by the end of 2004. To counter this spending spree the nation is urged to find ways
of saving, a difficult concept for citizens who are urged to spend even during a war by the U.S.
President.

During the early months of 2005, economists outside of government and others in the
International Monetary Fund began raising questions about the long term effect of those policies
on inflation and the stability of our currency. By March 2005, Alan Greenspan, Chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board, joined others in suggesting to Congress and the Administration that
the U.S. Budget deficit and the current accounts were problems in need of attention.
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B. HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING POLICIES AND THE GROWTH OF WESTERN
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
1. Traditional Funding and Growth.
The state universities in the U.S. originated with the enactment of the Morrill Act of 1862. The
Act provided large grants of land to the states in an effort to encourage the development of
higher education, especially agriculture and engineering. During the ensuing 140 plus years
these schools and other state universities, have become large, complex institutions of knowledge
and the envy of higher education systems throughout the world.

Because Western Michigan University was created in 1903 as a normal school it was not a
recipient of Federal largesse in land. However, it did benefit from the tradition of Federal and
state support of higher education initiated by the Morrill Act and other policies all of which
enjoyed strong public support for education.

Western's student enrollment grew as veterans returned from World War II and a larger
percentage of high school graduates enrolled in colleges. In the late 1950' s, a large student
body, diversity of faculty, enhanced graduate curricula, graduate programs and campus facilities
qualified Western as a "University" and it was so designated by the Michigan Legislature. By
the year 2000, spurred by the leadership of President Diether Haenicke, Western had 21 doctoral
programs and was certified as a DoctorallResearch Extensive University by Carnegie
Endowment for Higher Education.
2. Western Responds to the Funding Crisis.
In the "State of the University" address in February, 2004 President Judith Bailey pointedly
observed that a "restructuring of public higher education is now underway--both here in
Michigan and throughout the nation". This restructuring requires "modification of purpose,
benefits, and fiscal support." The language and the tone of her remarks were subdued.
However, the implications of such modifications are profound and will impact the educational
core values of the University. President Bailey defended traditional educational responsibilities;
four times in her remarks, she noted a commitment to "a national student centered research
university". She further expressed concern that "skyrocketing" tuition rates were denying low
income students access to a university education.

On another tack, President Bailey noted that "this is the first year in the University's history
when state fiscal support amounted to less than one half of the annual revenue received, the
University must consider its options and will rethink and redefine University activities."
Western, she noted, was already a reasonable distance into a new funding approach and was
embarking on a new path of corporate interrelationships. "We established several new and
innovative partnerships at the Business Technology and Research Park, now home to almost two
dozen companies." Associated with the Research Park is the Biosciences Research and
Commercialization Center, co-funded with the State of Michigan to develop and commercialize
patents and products developed by the University researchers. She described a second new
institution, the Western Michigan University Research Foundation, designed to "focus on
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industry as a significant source of sponsored research funding. With these units in place, she
observed that our "base of financial support is evolving."

In a second address in November, 2004 the president set forth additional policies and goals for
Western. By promising a careful accounting of funds invested in Western and a continued drive
for more efficiency in University operations, she asked the State of Michigan to expand its
support for higher education and acknowledged that the future state support "will be linked to a
higher level of 'proof that universities truly merit a state investment." In response to this "new
reality" she set the following objectives to be achieved during the next four years:
-Adopt a "carefully planned enrollment strategy" to reach a minimum of
30,000 students (currently 27,829) under the aegis of a professional
enrollment manager.
-Double the amount of external support for research from $40 million to
$80 million. She pointed out that such funds contribute to the
economic development of the State and increase discretionary funds for
the growth and expansion of academic programs.
-Mount a new capital campaign to begin in January, 2008. Stating no
precise goal, she noted the most recent campaign generated $160 million
which doubled the amount of the preceding one.
- "Carefully plan the allocation of our resources".
Thus, in a period of less than one year, the president has organized new infrastructures, policies
and goals associated with new funding in recognition of the restrained funding conditions from
the State.
In summary, President Bailey's statements overtly set the University on a course seeking new
sources of funds while protecting and expanding its current state funding allocation. Applying
these new initiatives, Western will demonstrate a "responsible and effective" use of funds from
the State of Michigan as it seeks an influx of private funds from corporations, foundations,
alumni and students. There are some new bridges, but old bridges are well maintained.
C

THE NEW ORDER OF VALUES

1. Michigan Proposes to Modernize its Educational System.
At the time of the Forum, the funding direction of other State Universities was unclear although
much concern had been expressed. The Presidents' Council of State Universities of Michigan has
been actively considering the future of the state's higher education. In 2002 the Council
announced the formation a "University Investment Commission". In seeking additional state
financial support, the Commission proposed a "new compact" between the State of Michigan and
its universities. A year later it initiated an annual "State of the Public Universities Address." In
the second of these addresses, in November 2004, Dr. Gary Russi, President of Oakland
University and Chair of the Council, presented its recommendations for the future of higher
education in Michigan. His address given before the Detroit Economic Club argued
that the 15 state universities are a "force for economic renewal" in Michigan, and are preparing
students for the new "brain economy," capitalizing on research and development opportunities in
which "all Michigan citizens" can participate. Finally, he stated that the universities will
continue seeking improved quality in higher education while striving for more efficiency in the
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process.

In 2003, Governor Granholm appointed 40 prominent leaders from political, business and
educational communities to the Governor's Commission on Higher Education and Economic
Growth. Chaired by Lt. Governor John Cherry, it reported a year later. Therein was some stark
information concerning the Michigan economy and its Universities. During the 20th century the
state proudly waved its industrial achievement flags as the automobile industry and associated
suppliers served very well as the core of Michigan's economic well-being. The Cherry
Commission noted that while the educational system may have been adequate for the previous
century this was now no longer the case. Then, students with high school diplomas (and many
without) entered factories or took other employment for which their education was adequate.
Now, the Commission argued, a high school education was a reliable prediction of economic
failure. The new "knowledge economy" requires post-secondary education at least to the
baccalaureate level. The report focused on strategies needed to produce better prepared high
school graduates and to reduce the number of dropouts. Improved high school training would
generate more interest in college education and may result in a larger percentage of fIrst-year
students obtaining degrees after four years. The Commission made explicit that students
in fInancial need should not be excluded from college because of high tuition rates. It urged
Michigan to rectify this growing problem. Data in this report from governmental and economic
sources indicate that more education would lead to greater opportunities for employment
and may double earning ability. Some data revealed an unsettling view of Michigan's economic
conditions. In 2004 the State was 20th in per capita income among all states and from 1969-2001
the state's income change relative to the national average dropped almost 12 percent, while most
states increased average income. Michigan's share of college degrees granted, bachelor's or
higher, was 26 percent while many other states ranged in the mid-30 percent to a high of 48
percent. In a particularly cogent sentence, the report noted,
"a troubling reality ... that nearly all (90 percent) of the state's 9th graders say they want
to go on to college, but only 41 percent enroll directly out of high school and, ultimately
only 18 percent graduate with a bachelor's degree."

The public acknowledgment of a host of deficiencies inside the Michigan educational system
was a painful therapeutic exercise. But it also provided a rationale for a renovation of its
academic system. Positing the arrival of the "brain economy" to replace one based on "industrial
growth" the Commission found a rationale and proposed radical improvements in curricula at all
levels. It expected young Michigan to respond by learning more at every level. The intent and
the determination are caught in two concluding phrases, "Michigan must transform itself. .. to be
a leader in an era where knowledge is the key ingredient in economic success .... " Followed by
this statement, "Michigan's long-term economic and fiscal health can only be secured ifit makes
the development of a highly educated population an overarching priority."
It is to the commission's credit that of more than 20 recommendations the fIrst called for a
"universal" post secondary degree and a "guarantee" from the state that fInancial support would
be linked to that goal. The proposals urged the state to achieve a wide range of educational
reforms within K-12. Rigorous high school training and assessment are included along with
developing a "culture of high expectations" for teachers and students. Other recommendations
seek to expand opportunities and encourage students to complete a four year degree.
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But several recommendations direct attention to Michigan's failing economy. The State Board
of Education is asked to place entrepreneurial skills into the K-12 program. Another asks
businesses and foundations to create scholarships in higher institutions with emphasis on "key
disciplines (e.g., science, engineering)." More to the point the Commission looked to its
"commercialization strategies" as Michigan nurtures the "industries of the future" for sources of
employment. Existing industries are to be assisted in their search for innovations and new
technologies. Its use of terms such as venture capital, applied research and commercialization
places the Commission thrust in concordance with that of the Federal government.
Within the next decade the Commission report envisioned a vigorous K-12 system, a universal
post secondary education, expansion of university and private research in new technologies and
modifying Michigan's educational system into assets for greater economic growth and
opportunity for its residents.
2. EVOL VING NATIONAL POLICIES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
There is a harmony between the Cherry Commission report and the economic/technical views of
The Economic Development Administration in the U.S. Department of Commerce. It publishes a
quarterly entitled, "Economic Development America". The Winter 2004 issue was devoted to
"University-Based Partnerships in Economic Development." In it David A. Sampson, Assistant
Secretary of Commerce for Economic Development, took note of the critical role universities
have in the economic development of the nation and stated that such a role should become the
core mission. By building strong research partnerships with industry and promoting technology
transfer new products for the future would be created through "technology incubators" and
"knowledge commercializers." All of this in the name of bringing prosperity to the 21st century.
These data suggest that Western Michigan University, other Michigan universities, the State of
Michigan, and the Federal Government are aligned on one policy objective: bringing the
universities of the nation closer to a partnership role with corporations to achieve economic
growth. This raises a question meriting consideration: In the long run, what impact will this
policy have on other values of higher education such as aesthetics, arts, equality, justice and
ethics? Responses to those issues are speculative but if the playing field was ever level, it is fair
now to suggest it is tipped in favor of science and technology.
The direction of this trend is less speculative. At every level of government universities have
been enlisted in the nation's infatuation with economic growth as its only raison d'etre. The
process is still in an early stage but at the forum one could already detect a feeling of
helplessness and conformity in the face of powerful superior institutions.

The public documents opening the debate in Michigan include certain objectives: improving all
levels of education, making college affordable for low income families, while repairing an
outdated economy. Worthy goals indeed. They are clearly related to policies of the U.S.
Department of Commerce which sees the "core mission" of universities as making direct
contributions to the economic development of the nation.
Three issues come to the fore: The adverse affect of tuition increases on students in low income
families, the trend towards privatization of public universities and the longer term influence of
corporate preferences on teaching and research in science and its offspring, technology.
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The critical ethical issue is the cost of higher education. Increasingly higher tuition and fees are
raising the financial shelf beyond the reach of students from low income families. Many cannot
even consider an application for college. Scholarships and other financial aids to students are not
keeping pace with increased costs at college. The long term impact of this policy is contrary to
the democratic principle of equality and in the long term will modify the institutional framework
of higher education.
The question of public versus private funding was acutely described by Katherine C. Lyall, an
economist and president emeritus at the University of Wisconsin. To a forum of educators in
September 2005 she said, "America is rapidly privatizing its public colleges and universities,
whose mission used to be to serve the public good. But if private donors and corporations are
providing much of a university's budget, then they will set the agenda ... Public control is
slipping away. ,,4 Some educational leaders disagree with the sweep of this assessment - but the
trend is not denied.
Most large universities are committed to substantial contributions from corporations ranging
from new buildings, new research programs in science and technologies, and new training
programs. All of these endeavors enhance corporate objectives but in the long term these
policies will impact systems of higher education in ways that deviate from models evolved since
the Morrill Act of 1862. Out of that act and subsequent laws in support of public higher
education the states have built remarkable institutions which attract students worldwide. But
there is concern in higher educational circles that those institutions are being dismantled.
Science educators, however, are more concerned that nations like China, India, and Japan may
have overtaken our science and technological advantage.
In August of 2005 the Congress asked the National Academies to report on the status of "the
science and technology enterprise" in the United States. The Committee on Prospering in the
Global Economy of the 21st Century reported on October 12th. It membership was drawn from
academia. Industry and government and was chaired by Norman R. Augustine, retired chairman
of Lockheed Martin. In a statement Mr. Augustine said "America must act now to preserve its
strategic and economic security .... The challenges that America faces are immense." The panel
reported that China is graduating 600,000 engineers annually, India, 350,000 against 70,000 in
the U.S. That is a deep challenge.
The panel's long term objective is to create new industries and new sources of energy by
fostering higher education training for scientists and engineers. At the base of the program are
plans to train 10,000 math and science teachers for K-12 each year. Another 30,000 scholarships
for college-level study in science, math and engineering and capped by an increase of 10 percent
per year in basic research for seven years. The cost of the program was estimated at the news
conference to be about $10 billion a year.
Two other points made by the panel are worth noting. The cost of an engineer or a chemist in
the U.S. is about the same as five chemists in China or 11 engineers in India. And please note
this observation by the Committee, "Thanks to globalization, workers in virtually every sector
must now face competitors who live just a mouse-click away in ... dozens of nations whose
economies are growing."s But of course we have experienced outsourcing in previous decades by
moving factories overseas. Both tactics of globalization adversely impinge on available
4

New York Times.

October 16,2005

5

New York Times.

October 13,2005 and (national academies.org.)
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jobs and wage scales in the U.S. That strikes some people as being not in the interests of
American workers.
The U.S. Secretary of Education is more upbeat; "We still have the finest system of higher
education in the world" but she allows that the world is catching up. In September of 2005 she
appointed a national Commission on the Future of Higher Education. It is unlikely that this
Commission will deviate from an apparent very successful policy of giving preference in higher
education to science and technology and tying the new knowledge to new products and to
prosperity. This is very consistent with related policies of free trade, the exploitation
of third world labor markets and the enhancement of multinational corporations as they continue
to remain competitive in global markets.
As the debate continues and unintended impacts are experienced, further evaluation will be
needed. The issue is centuries old. There is no reason to conclude that this wave of preferences
is final. Material and economic goals are integral to Western Civilization and those values
currently receive political preference. One isn't obligated to condemn those values in effort to
recognize and promote other social values also at the heart of Western higher education.
Robert W. Kaufman
Professor Emeritus in Political Science, Western Michigan University
October 17, 2005
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Provost in 1985-6. He also served as Dean of Graduate Studies from 1986 to 1991; Director of
International Studies from 1995 to 1997; and acting Provost in the summer of 1986. On July 1, 1991,
Dr. Hines assumed his current position as Dean of the newly created School of Humanities & Social
Sciences. The School includes ten academic departments, thirteen interdisciplinary programs, five
masters level graduate programs, and over 200 full-time equivalent faculty.
Dr. Hines was appointed by Governor Carroll Campbell in 1987 to the South Carolina Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations and served through 1999-- for the last three years as the
senior Commissioner. He also served as a founding Board Member of the Avery Research Center on
Afro-American History and Culture. He attended and later served on the Program Committee of the
Governor's Leadership South Carolina Program. He was on a State Budget and Control Board Task
Force to Devise a Senior Executive Service for South Carolina State government and serves on the
Board of Regents of the South Carolina Senior Executive Institute. He served on the Planning Board of
the Trident United Way. He is currently on the Board of Directors for the SC Institute on Poverty; the
Board of Governors of the American Conference of Academic Deans; and the National Board of
Directors of the Association of American Colleges and Universities. Governor Mark Sanford recently
appointed him to the South Carolina Humanities Council. In June, he was elected to a two year term
as President of the Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges (COPLAC) http://www.coplac.org/ He is
the Chairman of the Consortium for Liberal Education and Entrepreneurship.
The author of over three dozen articles, books, and book chapters, he was the editor of South Atlantic
Urban Studies: An Urban Affairs Annual. He just completed his second term as Chairman of the
Executive Council of the Association for Politics and the Life Sciences and continues to serve as a
member of the Executive Council of APLS. A member of the Lowcountry Chapter of the American
Society for Public Administration, he served as President of that chapter (1985-6); as Executive
Council member for three years; and was named in 1999 as the Lowcountry Administrator of the Year.
In 2004 he received the Charleston Executive of the Year Award from the IAAP.
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He has received research and project grants from: the National Institute on Aging; the Department of
Defense/ Office of Naval Reserve; the National Endowment for the Humanities; the U. S. Department
of Education; the GTE Foundation; the South Carolina Committee for the Humanities; the Association
of American Colleges & Universities, the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, and
the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.
His principal research interests are in the fields of Biopolitics, Leadership and Entrepreneurship
Studies, Political Theory, Public Administration and Public Policy). In the field of Biopolitics he has
written articles on biopolitical theory, political evolution, biotechnology, and age and political
behavior. His most recent book (co-authored with Robert Blank) is Biology & Political Science,
published by Routledge Press in July 2001. He and Dr. Blank are currently working on a book on
Leadership and Human Nature.
Professional memberships include: American Political Science Association; American Historical
Association, American Sociological Association, Association for Politics and the Life Sciences;
American Society for Public Administration; American Conference of Academic Deans, American
Association for Higher Education; American Association for University Administrators; and The
Council of Colleges of Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Hines was born in Wilmington, NC on April 3, 1946 and raised in Northern Virginia until
attending college and graduate school in North Carolina. He currently resides at 1450 S. Edgewater
Drive, Charleston, SC 29407 (843) 556-2166. He is married and has one daughter.
Dr. Samuel M. Hines, Jr.
Dean, School of Humanities & Social Sciences
Professor of Political Science & Public Administration
College of Charleston! University of Charleston, 66 George St., Charleston, S.c. 29424
Telephone (843) 953-5770/ FAX (843) 953-5818 / E-mail: hiness@cofc.edu
received the BA and MA (Hons) degrees from the University of Auckland, New Zealand
where he was Senior Scholar in the Arts and received a Postgraduate Scholarship for study overseas.
His PhD in English is from the University of London, UK. He has taught at the University of Denver
since 1972, where he has also served as Chair of English, Dean of Graduate Studies, and Vice Provost.
From 1992-95 he took a three-year leave of absence from DU to serve as Vice President for Academic
Affairs at Drew University in Madison, New Jersey. He currently chairs a faculty board that oversees
a new and innovative study abroad program at DD. He has also taught at the Universities of Auckland,
London, Grenoble, and Oregon State.
ERIC GOULD

Gould has received a fellowship to the Humanities Center of the Australian National University and
has been an N.E.H. Visiting Professor. He is the author/co-author/editor of eight books in the fields of
literary and cultural studies as well as college writing, and his articles have appeared in a number of
journals and magazines, including The London Times Literary Supplement, the London Times Higher
Education Supplement, and the New York Times Book Review. His latest study, The University in a
Corporate Culture (Yale UP, 2003) received the Frandson Prize for Literature from the University
Continuing Education Association.

J. DOOLEY (Ph.D., Notre Dame) is Professor of History at Western Michigan University,
where he has been faculty since 1970. With twenty-three years experience in international education,
HOWARD
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he was Executive Director of International Affairs from 1991-2004. Highlights of his career as senior
international programs administrator include expanding WMU's "twinning program" (2+2) model
from Malaysia to Hong Kong, India, Pakistan and Bolivia; launching a MBA program in Singapore;
increasing international student enrollment to 2000 students from 110 countries; consolidating
international student services, intensive English, and study abroad to a coherent unit; and presenting
papers at international conferences from London to Kuala Lumpur. He also served as Fulbright
Program Advisor from 1983-2004. Dooley co-authored Hesburgh's Notre Dame (New York, 1972).
He contributed chapters to Suez 1956: The Crisis and its Consequences (Oxford, 1989), Cold War
Shadows: The United States and the Middle East, 1953-1961 (Naples, 1998), and A Revolutionary
Year: The Middle East in 1958 (London 2002), as well as articles and reviews to The Advising
Quarterly, International History Review, Middle East Journal, The Nation, The Progressive, Review of
Politics, and Translation News. He was the Chair of the Michigan Humanities Council, and project
evaluator for the National Endowment for the Humanities. After 9/11, he was selected by AMIDEAST
for a team of U.S. higher education administrators who visited Egypt, Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia
in 2002 under the auspices of the U.S. Department of State.
Ronald Davis joined the faculty of WMU in 1966 after completing doctoral work at Indiana
University in African and Middle Eastern history and Islamic studies. He has published a book and
numerous articles on African and Middle Eastern affairs. Dr. Davis served as chair of the WMU
Department of History from 1989 to 1999, and then took the position of assistant provost and director
of the newly formed Diether H. Haenicke Institute for International and Area Studies, the umbrella
organization for internationalization of curriculum and academic environment at WMU. Dr. Davis has
served since January as associate vice president for academic affairs in areas of personnel and budget,
and continues as chief academic officer for international education at WMU.
Dr. Ronald W. Davis
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
3070 Seibert Administration Building
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo MI 49008-5204
(269) 387-2380
(269) 387-2377 FAX
received her undergraduate degree from Western Michigan University, with
a double major in history and mathematics. She was a secondary math teacher in Michigan and
Colorado. After becoming involved in the teachers' association in Durango, Colorado, she decided to
return to Michigan and pursue a degree in business. Laureen received a MBA from Michigan State
University and went to work for Andersen Consulting at their training facility in St. Charles, lllinois.
She worked first as an instructional designer and then as a human resources generalist.
In 1993, Laureen came "back home" to WMU working as a compensation analyst. A year later she
was promoted to Compensation Manager. In 1998, she became Director of Staff Collective Bargaining
and in 2000 Director of Compensation. In 2002, Laureen became Director of Human Resources a role
she continues in today.
LAUREEN SUMMERVILLE

B. ATKINS served as a member of the engineering faculty since 1971. As Dean of the
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences for the past three years, he oversaw relocation of the
college from Kohrman Hall to the new Parkview Campus. Atkins retires with 35 years of service,
effective June 30.

MICHAEL
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UNIVERSITIES
WMU

AND CORPORATIONS

EMERITI

COUNCIL

11 AND 12, 2004

NOVEMBER

PROGRAM

11

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

CONTI

2:30 p.m., Coffee and light refreshments
3:00-5:00 p.m., Fetzer Center, Kirsch Auditorium
Evolving Human Relations in Higher Education
Moderator: Dr. Thomas Van Valey, Chair, Sociology, WMU

Welcome to the Forum
WMU President, Judith Bailey

The Entrepreneurial University: Rewards and Risks
Dr. Samuel Hines
Dean, School of Humanities and Social Sciences
College of Charleston

Universities and Corporations
Moderator: Dr. Robert Kauffman,
Emeritus in Political Science, WMU
FORMAL

Rewards and Risks of Corporate Fundingfor University Research
Dr. Jack Luderer
Vice President for Research, WMU

PRESENTATIONS

The Entrepreneurial University: Prospects and Problems
Dr. Samuel Hines
Dean, Schools of Humanities and Social Science, College of
Charleston

Human Relations Trends and Issues
Laureen Summerville
Director of Human Resource Services, WMU

Commercialization of the University
Dr. Jack Luderer
Vice President for Research, WMU

Applying a Business Model to the Unviersity: Implications and Caveats
Dr. Jon Neill
AAUP, Professor of Economics, WMU

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

UED

2:00-5:00 p.m.
Main Session
Brown Auditorium, Schneider Hall,
Haworth College of Business

PANEL 1

Question Period

12

15 Minute Break. Coffee and light refreshments.

PANEL 2

10:00 a.m.-Noon
Brown Auditorium, Schneider Hall,
Haworth College of Business

The Business Technology and Research Park: A Partnership with
Purpose
Dr. Michael Atkins
Dean, College of Engineering and Applied Sciences, WMU

Globalization and International Programs in Higher Education
Moderator: Dr. James Butterfield, Political Science, WMU

Cultural Contradictions and Ethical Dilemmas: The University in a
Corporate Culture
Dr. Eric Gould
Professor of English, University of Denver

Ethical Challenges in the New European University
Dr. Eric Gould
Professor of English, University of Denver

Question Period
Commodification of International Higher Education
Dr. Howard Dooley
Executive Director, Office of International Programs, WMU

ADJOURNMENT

Developments in International Programs at WMU
Dr. Ronald Davis
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, and Director of
Haenicke Institute for International and Area Studies, WMU

FRIDA Y NOVEMBER

2

************************************************************
Sponsors:
Center for the Study of Ethics in Society' Lee Honors College' AAUP' Research and Sponsored Programs' College of Education, College of Arts and Sciences (Departments
of Biology, Chemistry, English, Environmental Studies, Geosciences, History, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Religion, Sociology and Communication)
•
Hawonh College of Business' College of Engineering and Applied Sciences' Community Outreach' Alumni Relations' International Programs' WMU Emeriti Faculty.
The Emeriti Council recognizes with sincere appreciation
news of the forum. Thanks to all, Roben W. Kauffman

the student organizations,

staff and labor groups and University Relations for their wonhy assistance
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in spreading the

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A.

The Context of the Topic and Forum

The Emeriti Council of Western Michigan University authorized a Forum on the topic,
"Universities and Corporations" early in 2004. The topic at the time had gained a certain
prominence in educational circles as witnessed by such publications as Westly Shumar, College
for Sale; Sheila Slaughter and Larry L. Leslie, Academic Capitalism, both in 1997. In 2004 the
Wharton School of Business published an article on its website, (Knowledge@Wharton) entitled,
"Selling Out: Are Universities Turning into Corporate Enclaves?" More extensive research on
this topic appeared following the publication of Universities in the Market Place in 2003 by
former President of Harvard, Derek Bok.
The topic was appropriate and ripe for discussion but one suspects a little intimidating to
university administrators. Some of the early literature treated any motion towards or
involvement in corporations as a betrayal of educational principles which were deeply seeded in
Western Civilization.
In fiscal year 2005-06 Western Michigan University was facing a budgetary reduction of $6.4
million. The cuts affected nearly every unit at the Institution. The Emeriti Council sought and
achieved funding approaching $8,000. These dollars came from units of the Administration,
from colleges, special programs, departments and several emeriti. I express my appreciation and
that of the Emeriti Council for contributions in a very difficult fiscal year.

B.

Recognition

A university function requires support, counsel, and active participation beyond the view of the
initiators. I am pleased to recognize many who have played an important role in bringing the
idea to reality. President Judith Bailey has shown her support for the Emeriti Council in many
ways since she arrived on campus. In recognition of this generous support assistance and
especially for addressing the participants in the main session we send our appreciation and our
thanks. Ms. Shari Glaser, Secretary to the President, alerted us to many ways to contact faculty
and administrators and otherwise assisted in launching our Forum.
Linda Delene, WMU provost, conferred with us on several occasions and alerted us to possible
speakers and pointed to key media for contacting the entire campus.
One of my earliest contacts was Robert Miller, Associate Vice President for Community
Outreach. His interest in the project from the outset set the stage for regular communications
with the President. Bob was also helpful in arranging meetings with principal speakers from
Western scheduled to participate.
Early in our venture we visited Bud Bender in the Development Office seeking assistance with
funding. We agreed on an arrangement whereby he would seek funding if we fell short in our
search for internal funds. During our discussions Bud also provided insight in fund raising and
made useful suggestions in later visits. Our thanks also are sent to Lynda Hunt who efficiently
cared for incoming and outgoing funds; a most essential function in such an event. As it
happened we needed no outside support.
Seeking funding from a range of university units was an adventure decorated with pleasant
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discoveries old and new: talented people at all levels, widely expanded research projects many of
which were interdisciplinary, and architecturally impressive new construction such as the
College of Health and Human Services, Chemistry, and Art.
One always welcomes individuals who have questions, create conversation and comment freely.
Here I wish to note my appreciation to several individuals where delightful conversation may
have lingered on the Forum topic, other topics related to the University or, social and political
issues, perceived as transforming our times. These stimulating, sometimes provocative, topics
lingered in my thoughts long after the event. This task became a pleasant and worthy
involvement for an Emeritus professor! There were many such occasions but let me list and
thank some of my stimulating colleagues: Jack Luderer, Research; Michael Atkins, Engineering;
Larry ten Harmsel, Honors; Michael Pritchard, Philosophy; Jamie Jeremy, Alumni; Howard
Dooley, International.
Twenty three units of the University contributed funds in support of the Forum. They are listed
on the program's "Purpose" page in this publication. I note again these cooperative efforts made
the Forum possible. To each and to all I express my gratitude and my appreciation. Dean Gary
Wegenke, College of Education, made the first contribution. In the course of our discussion he
commented on how valuable the Emeriti were to the University. We are twice grateful. Also,
thanks to Adrian (Ed) Edwards for his decision to support the Forum shortly after his
appointment as Dean. No less deserving of mention and thanks were two Emeriti: Nick Hamner
and Dale Pattison who, out of love for the University and for education sent in personal funds.

The office of University Relations assisted in many ways. Cheryl Roland helped with contacts at
the University and arranged for outside media coverage and publicity. David Smith helped with
design for publicity and arranged for its printing. Tammy Boneburg designed our impressive
poster which included a reference to most of our topics.
The Ethics Center played a key role from the very beginning. Mike Pritchard offered good
counsel and many practical suggestions for the publication. Joe Ellin offered his services and
experience as editor at the Ethics Center and also agreed to comment on the major papers.
John Park and Darci Doll assisted in the main session and provided the necessary technical
assistance to prepare the papers for publication.
Finally, leadership at the Emeriti Council deserves recognition. The Forum bracketed two
Chairpersons of the Council. The Forum was launched under the leadership of Roger Wallace
from Management who was an originator and strong supporter of the project. Even as he left the
Council his expertise was available on call which I did many times. His successor, John Houdek
gave strong support to the Forum and is proceeding to inject new programs and a new sense of
responsibility into the role of the Council as the University faces new challenges with respect to
students' needs.
Robert Kauffman
Director of the Forum
Kalamazoo, MI
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Publications

Reasonable Children

By The Ethics Center

Morality Versus Slogans
For further information about these
publications or to recei ve a copy please
contact the Ethics Center at
ethicscenter@wmich.edu
or phone:
(616) 387-4397.
VOLUME I

Ethical Norms in Science
No. I, October 1987
Rachelle D. Hollander
National Science Foundation

Ethics in Academia
No.2, January 1988
Diether Haenicke
Western Michigan University

No.2, December 1989
Bernard Gert
Dartmouth College

No.3 & 4, May 1993
Michael Pritchard
Western Michigan University

Ethical Reasoning and Analysis: The
Elements

Helping to Harm? The Ethical
Dilemmas of Managing Politically
Sensitive Data

No.3, February 1990
Martin Benjamin
Michigan State University

No.5 & 6, June 1993
Sylvie C. Tourigny
Western Michigan University

Women's Dilemma: Is It Reasonable to
be Rational?

VOLUME

No.4, April 1990
Harriet Baber
University of San Diego

Why Does Utilitarianism Seem
Plausible?

VOLUME

IV

VII

No. I, September 1993
John Dilworth
Western Michigan University

Thoughts On Keeping My Mouth Shut
No.3, May 1988
David H. Smith
Poynter Center
Indiana University

Higher - Order Discrimination

Affirmative Action Defended

Television Technology and Moral
Literacy

No.4, June 1988
Laurence Thomas
Oberlin College
VOLUME

No. I, July 1990
Adrian M.S. Piper
Wellesley College

No.2, November 1991
Clifford S. Christians
University of Illinois - Urbana

II

Virtue and the Health Professions
Biomedical Ethics in the Soviet Union
No. I, November 1988
Richard DeGeorge
University of Kansas

No.3, May 1991
Janet Pisaneschi
Western Michigan University
VOLUME

V

Do Professors Need Professional Ethics
as Much
As Doctors and Lawyers?

Owning and Controlling Technical
Information

No.2, January 1989
James W. ickel
University of Colorado

No. I, November 1991
Vivian Weil
nIinois Institute of Technology

Ethical Dilemmas in Health Care: Is
Society Sellding A Mixed Message?
No.3, February 1989
John V. Hartline, M.D.
Neonatology, Kalamazoo, Michigan

The Imperative to Restore Nature:
Some Philosophical Questions
No.2, March 1992
Lisa Newton
Fairfield University

Codes of Ethics in Business
No.4, March 1989
Michael Davis
Illinois Institute of Technology

Should I (Legally) Be My Brother's
Keeper?
No.5, May 1989
Gilbert Geis
University of California -Irvine

Lying: A Failure of Autonomy and
Self-Respect
No.3, May 1992
Jane Zembaty
The University of Dayton

National Health Insurance Proposals:
An Ethical Perspective

Can We Share Ethical Views With
Other Religions?
No.2, November J 993
Robert Hannaford
Ripon College

Narrative, Luck and Ethics: The Role
of Chance in Ethical Encounters, in
Literature and Real Life Experiellces
No.3, February 1994
Nona Lyons
University of Southern Maine

Human Rights in the Social Sciences
No.4, February 1994
Erika Loeffler Friedl
Western Michigan University
VOLUMEVlli

Michigan's Deadlocked Commission on
Death and Dying: A Lesson in Politics
and Legalism
No. I, January 1995
Joseph Ellin
Western Michigan University

Two Papers 011 Environmentalism I:
Environmentalism Ethics and Value in
the World
No.2, February 1995
John Post
Vanderbilt University

Two Papers on Environmentalism II:
Resources and Environmental Policy
No.3, March 1995
Jan Narveson
University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

No.4, June 1992
Alan O. Kogan, M.D.
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Race Family and Obligation
The Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Lecture

Surrogate Parenting: The Michigan
Legislation

VOLUME

No.4, August 1995
Rodney C. Roberts
University of Wisconsin

No. I, October 1989
Lucille Taylor, Majority Counsel
Michigan State Senate
Paul Denenfeld, Legal Director
ACLU Fund of Michigan

Arguing for Economic Equality

VOLUMElli

VI

No. I & 2, November 1992
John Baker
University College, Dublin, Ireland

VOLUME

IX

Civility in America
No.1, January 1996

Brian Schrag
Association for Practical and
Professional Ethics
Indiana University

A Thracian Charm and Socratic
Teaching
No.2, May 1996
Arlene W. Saxonhouse
University of Michigan

The Ethics Center: Tenth Anniversary
No.3, August 1996
David H. Smith
Indiana Unversity
Douglas Ferraro
Western Michigan University
Michael Pritchard
Western Michigan University
Joseph Ellin
Western Michigan University
VOLUME

X

Moral Theory and Moral Life

How Children and Adolescents Relate
to Nature
No.3, May 2000
Patricia Nevers
University of Hamburg, Germany

Political Correctness Today
VOLUME

XIII

Ethics in Academia, 2000
No. I, December 2000
Essays By Elson Floyd, Diether
Haenicke, Elise Jorgens,
With Preface By Michael Pritchard
Western Michigan University

Morality and God
No.2, February 2001
John Hare
Calvin College

The Ethics of Making the Body
Beautiful: Lessons from Cosmetic
Surgery for A Future Of Cosmetic
Genetics

No. I, December 1996
Michael S. Pritchard
Western Michigan University

No.3, March 2001
Sara Goering
California State University
Long Beach

Privacy and Information Technology

Volume XIV

o. 2, June 1997
Judith Wagner DeCew
Clark University

The Morality of Intimate FacultyStudent Relationships
No.3, December
Nicholas Dixon
Alma College
VOLUME

1997

XI

Political Correctness Revisited
No. I, May 1998
Jan Narveson
University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Affirmative Action: A Vision For Today
o. 2, June 1998
Kimberly Hellmers
Barbra Jotzke
Patric.k Kinuthia
Eric Wampler
Western Michigan University
VOLUME

XII

When Hope Unblooms: Chance and
Moral Luck in the Fiction of Thomas
Hardy
No.1, December 2001
Jil Larson
Western Michigan University

Academic Freedom in Times of
Turmoil
No.2, January 2002
Petr Kolar
Charles University
Prague, the Czech Republic

Teaching Research Ethics: An
Institutional Change Model
No.3, April 2002
Michael Pritchard
Western Michigan University
Director, Center for the Study of Ethics
in Society
Brian Schrag
Executive Secretary
Association For Practical Ethics
Indiana University

Gun Control

Toward an Ethical School

No. I, October 1999
Hugh LaFollette
East Tennessee University

No.4, April 2002
Stephan Millett
Wesley College
Perth, Western Australia

If Deliberative Democracy is the
Solution, What is the Problem?
No.2, November 1999
Emily Hauptmann
Western Michigan University

Shamn Lee Levine and Paula A.
Aylward
Levine & Levine
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Volume XV

The Ethics of Apology and the Role of
an Ombuds from the Perspective of a
Lawyer
No. I, May 2003

No.2, November 2003
Joseph Ellin
Western Michigan University

Ethics and the 21" Century University
No.3, February 2004
Judith Bailey
Western Michigan University
VOLUME

XVI

School Desegregation 50 Years After
Brown: Misconceptions, Lessons
Leamed, and Hopes for the Future
No I, October 2005
Gary Orfield
Harvard University

Membership
Membership in the "Ethics Center" is open to anyone interested. There is no membership fee,
although donations are appreciated.
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